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INTRODUCTION 

Rudolph Hermann Lotze, the son of a military doctor, was "bom on the 

twenty-first of May, 1817, in Bautzen. During his years at the gymnasium, 

he had the intention of preparing to follow his father’s profession. At 

the University of Leipzig, he combined medical and philosophical studies. 

He attended the lectures of Fechner in physics, E. H. Weber in physiology, 

Volkmann in anatomy, and Weisse in philosophy. In July, 1838, at the 

early age of twenty-one, he received his doctorate concurrently in medi¬ 

cine and philosophy. The next year he spent as a practicing physician. 

Late in 1839, he qualified as a docent in the faculty of medicine and the 

next year he also became docent in philosophy. It was at this time that 

he developed a close friendship with Fechner and Weisse and was introduced 

to their more mature philosophical ideas through the Friday Circle, a 

philosophical discussion group attended by faculty and graduate students. 

In 1842 as a consequence of the very favorable reception of his General 

Pathology and Therapy as Mechanistic Natural Science, he was appointed 

assistant professor at Leipzig. In 1844 he was called to GOttingen as 

professor of philosophy. After many years of negotiation and indecision, 

Lotze accepted an appointment to Berlin; but he died during his first 

semester there, on July 1, 1881* 

Lotze*s earliest publications xrere in the fields of physiology and 

psychology, with the exception of the Metaphysics (Leipzig, l84l). The 

article entitled Life appeared in Wagner’s Dictionary of Physiology a the 

General Physiology of the Bodily Life in 1851, and the Medical Psychology 

or Physiology of the Soul in 1852. There can be no doubt that Lotze’s 

detailed observations and experiments in the medical sciences taught him 

the value of precise empirical data and of the scientific method. It was 
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Lotze1s scientific caution and critical empirical approach to the problems 

of traditional philosophy that above all else distinguished him from the 

idealists of his own day. Lotze is significant for his application of the 

empirical scientific method to such problems as mechanism and teleology 

and the relation of mind to body. This has been expressed by the German 

historian of philosophy, J. Hirschberger, as follows: 

Lotze, like his friend Fechner and as Helmholtz, Mach, 
and Wundt, set out from the natural sciences. He had 
prepared himself originally for medicine and particu¬ 
larly pursued his studies in psychology in the scien¬ 
tific spirit, through which he brought new life to 
philosophy. -** 

Friedrich Ueberweg in his History of Philosophy suggests that Lotze 

and Wundt were the two German philosophers who did most to restore German 

idealism to academic favor after its loss of prestige at the hands of 

Schelling. ® Schelling’s speculative abuses and his disregard for scien¬ 

tifically established facts had earned idealistic philosophy the contempt 

of men of science in Germany and abroad. How a prominent man of science 

with an established reputation in the field of physiology was championing 

a teleological idealism grounded on the empirical facts of natural science. 

But Lotze*s choice of language in his early physiological publications was 

not entirely free of ambiguity and with the appearance of his Medical 

Psychology in 1852 he was hailed as a new recruit into the ranks of the 

materialists. Lotze was quick to correct this misunderstanding of his 

position. In a letter to Fechner dated October 2, 1854, he expressed his 

indignation: they could not have even read his work, so grossly they 

misrepresented his views. 3 

1 All notes and references are assembled at the end of the thesis. 
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The comprehensive character of Lotze's erudition and interests can 

be indicated by a reference to some of his leading publications. His 

Logic appeared in 1843. Several aesthetic treatises followed: the first, 

On the Conception of Beauty, in 1846, and later in the same year, On the 

Conditions of Beauty in Art. Lotze’s most popular metaphysical -work, the 

Microcosmus, appeared during the years 1856-1858. The System of Philosophy 

divides into tiro parts, the Logic of 1874 and the Metaphysic of 1879. In 

addition to the above-mentioned works are to be found numerous essays on 

logic, aesthetics, psychology, cultural anthropology, and the history of 

philosophy which are scattered through numerous German periodicals, many 

of them to be found in the Journal of Philosophy (Zeitsehrift ftir Philosophie). 

These were later assembled and published in book form. Curiously enough, 

a collection of Lotze's poems was published in 181(0 while he was docent 

in medicine at Leipzig. Towards the end of Lotze’s life, he turned to 

the problems of ethics and the philosophy of religion. His System of 

Philosophy was to have consisted of a third part devoted to ethics, 

aesthetics, and the philosophy of religion; but unhappily that was never 

couple ted. The only portion of it which was found suitable for publication 

was The Principles of Ethics which appeared in North and South (Hord und 

Slid) for June, 1882. 

Lotze's early works reveal two major interests operating simultaneously 

in his intellectual life: the scientific study of natural fact and a keen 

interest in the creative processes involved in the spiritual life of value. 

Through the obduracy of physical fact, Lotze perceives the abiding character 

of worth in man’s spiritual quest. How are we to do justice to both fact 

and value in the life of man? Lotze would not succumb to the "nothing 

but" philosophies of his day in Germany. Life cannot be less than it is 

revealed to be in the most comprehensive experience of man. He was an 
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avowed opponent of a dogmatic materialism that was content to reject as 

illusory whole areas of man’s life, indeed the most significant, the 

experience of value. Lotze's position with respect to materialism in 

Germany has "been summed up by Wilhelm Windelband as follows: 

The two most important systems of philosophy which 
Germany witnessed in the nineteenth century originated 
in the defense against materialism. They were Lotze's 
teleological idealism and Hartmann's philosophy of the 
unconscious. ^ 

Both philosophers fell heir to the major problems of reconciliation 

in German philosophy after Hegel* Lotze's philosophy endeavored to 

reconcile the mechanism of materialistic monism with the teleology of 

idealism* His philosophy has been called a synthesis of Hegel’s pan¬ 

spiritualism and Herbert's realism. However, Lotze is no mere eclectic 

anxious to please the philosophical tastes of everyone. He does not give 

expression to contradictory affirmations and then proceed to reassure us 

that in some inconprehensible way both must be true. Lotze does not be¬ 

lieve that it is the philosopher's task to make a reality, but only to 

render a consistent description of its structure and behavior. Conse¬ 

quently > he rejects certain metaphysical problems as insoluble, e.g., 

how reality originated* and he rejects certain methods of approach to 

the problems of philosophy as fruitless and unsound. According to Lotze, 

Hegel erred in his attest to deduce reality from abstract categories by 

the application of a formal dialectic. The enterprise ms doomed to 

failure, since the problem is beyond the range of metaphysics or any 

other discipline, and an excessively formal a priori approach to philosophy 

can never assure us that we apprehend the existent. Philosophy must 

approach its problems through the living tissue of fact* it cannot be 

content with "an unearthly ballet of bloodless categories." 5 But Lotze’s 
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under the restraints of a too provincial positivism. 
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We must beware of that doctrinairism, which will allow 

no conclusion to be valid, unless it is reached by the 
method of a logical parade-ground, reminding us of 
Moli^re ’ s physician, who only demanded of his patient, 

* qu’il mourut dans les formes.* ° 

At the conclusion of his System of Philosophy, Lotze himself gives expression 

to his ideal of what philosophy should be. 

In the face of the universal deification which is bestowed 

at the present time on experience, and all the more cheap¬ 

ly and confidently the less chance there is of finding any 

one who does not understand its importance and indispensa¬ 

bleness — in face of this fact, I at all events desire to 

close \iith the confession, that I consider that very form 

of speculative intuition, which is so very much despised, 
as the supreme and not simply as the unattainable end of 
science; and also by expressing hope that German philos¬ 

ophy will continue, with more moderation and self-restraint, 

but with equal enthusiasm, to address itself anew to the 
attenpt to understand the course of the world, and not 

merely to describe it. 7 

Lotze’s major problem^ then^is to describe and understand the world 

in terms of that mechanism which is demanded by the investigations of 

natural science and of ends and purposes which are required by man’s moral, 

religious, and aesthetic experiences. His philosophy marks a monumental 

effort to achieve this synthesis. His readers must decide for themselves 

the exbent to which he is successful in this ambitious enterprise. The 

high regard which philosophers of widely differing schools of thought have 

had for his work may be indicated in this tribute by Santayana: 

It has been urged by some critics of Lotze that indeter¬ 

minism is inconsistent with monism and mechanical law. 

And this in general would have to be admitted. But it 

is the beauty and peculiarity of Lotze’s system that he 

modifies each of these doctrines just enough to make it 
consistent with the others. ® 
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How it is sufficiently obvious that not every doctrine of mechanism 

can he made consistent with any other doctrine of teleology. Lotze 

recognized that some form of mechanism in the sense of orderliness and 

uniformity -was not only indispensable to natural science but was also 

necessary to render intelligible the concepts of teleology and human 

freedom of choice. A chaotic universe in which random spontaneity prevails 

can never yield genuine human freedom. Heither chance nor fatality can 

secure real freedom and moral responsibility for man. The universe must 

be a coherent system of things regulated by general laws, if with the best 

of intentions we are to choose reliably the proper means for achieving the 

worthy end. But there is also that form of teleology which is fatally 

consistent with a thorough going mechanism. This type of teleology is a 

fatalism as rigorously deterministic as a materialistic mechanism, for 

both render human choice a delusion and make nonsense of man’s moral life 

by ignoring his striving and his productive spiritual endeavors. 

It is interesting to inquire how far Lotze succeeds in avoiding the 

Scylla of mechanism and the Charybdis of fatalism. But; he is not unaware 

of the perils involved in such a task of reconciliation, especially as 

regards the integrity and autonomy of the moral will. Lotze maintains 

that we are not warranted in supposing that moral freedom means no more 

than the absence of external compulsion. The destiny of finite spirits 

is not contained in their inner nature on the analogy of the acorn which 

contains potentially all that it is to become. We must beware of any 

prefoimationist view of the moral career of finite persons. The self- 

determinism of spirit must mean that real alternative courses of action 

are available to man. Consequently, our moral decisions will aid in 

making us the person we become, but no primordial and given human nature 

inexorably decrees our choices. Lotze examines the process of scientific 
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inquiry to ascertain, the precise nature of the conception of mechanism 

that is required by it end eliminates everything in the current notions 

of mechanism -that seems superfluous end tiithout factual basis. He also 

examines human activity in the process of evaluation and moral conduct 

to see that conception -would make this activity genuinely significant. 

He then must shoe how teleology end mechanism, in the precise sease in 

■which he intends them, are both possible and present together in a single 

all-embracing Reality! 

The extremely peculiar and vexing character of the problem of teleology 

and mechanism soon became epparent to lotse. He saw the futility of trying 

to decide between the two alternatives by a purely formal analysis, since 

the notions were not in themselves logically inconsistent; nor did. they 

of necessity constitute tiro mutually exclusive alternatives. The real 

issue is not to be resolved in semeless controversy between advocates 

of determinism aid. of indeterminism. On the other hand, a sisple empirical 

appeal to the facts seemed to fare no better in solving the problem. 

Mechanism is undoubtedly an established trait of the physical world; 

however vast the mechanism ascertained by natural science, it is limited, 

and one cannot inductively infer from it the universal reign of mechanism. 

Indeed the problem of ascertaining the cause of any given event is a 

difficult problem in itself . It was the principal subject of Mill’s 

inductive logic. It would appear that universal mechanism is a fundamental 

postulate of science, aid. the final goal of science would appear to be the 

exhibition of the precise operation of this mechanism in detail. But 

human strivings, hesitancies, decisions, and hopes are also unassailable 

facts of e^erience. How are these facts to be properly understood in a 

setting of absolute mechanism? Mhat is it that distinguishes a mechanistic 

system of fact from a teleological system of fact? It was soon apparent to 
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Lotze that the concept of teleology was an appeal to value. We discriminate 

teleology by the unique values which an activity comes to realize. It is 

only in a teleological perspective that we can distinguish between means 

and ends. A teleological system tends to realize a goal; the intrinsic 

value of the goal is the sufficient reason for the system; the mechanism 

involved is the means by which the goal is realized. 

Professor George T, Ladd perceived the intimate relation of value to 

Lotze*s teleology in the following passage: 

The idea of value everywhere dominates and makes 
intelligible those conceptions of mechanism with 
which it is the business of all science to deal. 9 

Lotze*s treatment of teleology marks a natural transition to the problems 

of value and of ethics and religion. Windelband maintained that Lotze was 

responsible for placing the conception of value at the "summit of logic 

and metaphysics as well as of ethics," in contemporary philosophy. 

Lotze’s attitude is expressed in his well-known Platonic utterance: "I 

feel certain of being on the right track, when I seek in that which ought 

to be the ground of that which is." It becomes evident that to under¬ 

stand Lotze's metaphysics wie must pay close attention to his concept of 

value; this in turn requires an examination of his ethics. Value and 

purpose can not be treated adequately apart from personality and moral 

responsibility. The Socratic dictum, "Virtue is knowrledge," expresses a 

fundamental insight into the moral life of man. Spirit becomes responsible 

for its conduct when it knovrs and adequately appreciates the respective 

wrorth embodied in different types of action. Likewise, Augustine spoke 

truth when he said that man’s sinfulness consisted in the fact that even 

knowing the best he frequently chooses the worst. The totality of facts 

constitutes the less significant aspect of reality. Facts confront us 
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with the question of their worth. She real question for spirit is not so 

mash what are the foots3 but, given the facts, hot? cm 2 to act with respect 

to them so as to realise the greatest worth? 

Lotos has bsea regarded "by sam critics as an advocate of an ethical 

hedonism! his teleology has teen divorced from any reference to spiritual 

... personality or to Silty. ^ Itoeae have been considered batee*s concessions 

to popular religion* Xn opposition to this interpretation, we shall find 

that Ictus1 a ethics is one of solf«realiaation end that a thorough under* 

standing of lotus*s conception of personality is indispensable to his 

position. We shall sec how lotos is led to predicate full personality to 

God alone and assign a limited use of tins category of personality to man. 

He has frequently been criticised as being inconsistent in the interest of 

popular religion. 13 mt logic of his position should have led Ms to 

seas fora of Absolute idealism vary such as it case to he expressed by 

Boscnqitst. According to this view, Boise was struggling to reach this 

position, hut failed to attain it owing to his preoccupation with finite 
* 

personality. Frankly, this view strikes one as utter confusion. However, 

these various criticisms do indicate a very real problem in Intss. Sees 

critics object to lotos’s extreme Lcfonisicn pluralism, ^ while others 

object to Ms monism of the Absolute. ~5 iotas seems to be treading a 

‘perilous path. He faces towards a cosmic spiritualism that threatens to 

engulf finite personality and render it but an aspect of infinite person* 

silty, mailing msx but instrunsmtsl to the remote and inscrutable goals of 

the cosmic whole. Bub he is also confronted by a pluralism which, by ea- 

phasims independence end discontinuity in the world, raises the question 

of whether God and man can co-operate effectively towards common ends. It 

will be of interest to see how successful lotos is in avoiding these two 

esfereaaas, and to discover the precise relation between finite persons end 
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the Cosmic Person, that he envisages. We shall inquire ■what provisions 

Lotze makes for such a relation in his teleology. Perhaps we shall find 

some equivocation in his position at this point. But When it comes to he 

a crucial issue between the integrity of finite personality and the abso¬ 

lute sovereignty of God, it is the latter that becomes qualified. The 

prominence of personality in the philosophy of Lotze links MTH with the 

American personalists upon whom he exerted a major influence. Borden 

Parker Bowne was Iotze’s student at Gdttingen. Bowne says of his meta¬ 

physics of personalism: ’’The conclusions reached are essentially those 

of Lotze." ^ The problem of the relation of finite persons to Deity was a 

serious one for Bowne. It led his follower, Brightman, to the conception 

of a finite God. This should serve to convince us that here is no mere 

academic question, but a serious problem with far-reaching consequences 

for religion, especially in dealing with the problem of evil. At issue 

here is the question of the accessibility of Lotze' s God as an object of 

religious devotion. It is only after an examination of this issue that 

we can judge of the extent to which his philosophy is a concession to the 

demands of popular religion. 

Lotze had a keen understanding of his relation to other thinkers in 

the history of philosophy. He regarded Weisse as the greatest single 

influence in the formulation of his thought. It was Weisse who first gave 

articulate expression to Lotze’s strongly felt convictions about the role 

of the aesthetic experience in life. Weisse also introduced him to the 

genius of Hegel. Lotze admired the historical range of Hegel's philosophy 

and was impressed with his emphasis on the socially shareable character of 

cultural values. Lotze also had a high regard for the monadology of 

Leibniz; the two systems do invite couroarison in some significant respects. 

However, Lotze himself objected to drawing too close a comparison between 
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his system and that of Leibniz. He also resisted Herbert's pluralism of 

"reals," but on several rather important issues he took sides -with Herbart 

against his opponents. 

The British idealists of the recent past displayed a lively interest 

in Lotze*s philosophy. T. H. Green and Bernard Bosanquet collaborated on 

an English translation of his Metaphysik. Sir Henry Jones -wrote an early 

critical account of his epistemology; it appeared in 1895 "with the title, 

The Philosophy of hotze. Aside from the question of direct influence, 

many of Lotze*s ideas were congenial to the general tenor of philosophy 

in England during this period. The German historian of philosophy, Erdmann, 

comments on the fact that Lotze founded no school of thought in Germany, 

although he influenced German theology through his disciple, Albrecht 

Ritschl. ^ Lotze had little interest in schools of thought with their 

allegiance to pet orthodoxies. He says, quoting Hegel) "Ideas have hands 

and feet." 1® Valid ideas survive personalities and particular schools of 

thought. Lotze would agree with another saying of Hegel's to the effect 

that the history of the world is the world's court of judgment. Lotze's 

mm ideas have certainly entered into the main stream of contemporary 

philosophy. The verdict of the present world court would seem to assure 

Lotze a place of prominence among nineteenth century philosophers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

MECHANISM AND TEIEOLOGY 

If we examine the order of exposition in the Metaphysics, we discover 

that Lotze gives a detailed analysis of the relation of Being to Becoming 

before he treats of the basis for our distinction between the mechanical 

and the teleological in nature. Permanence and change are both found to: 

characterize the order of nature. Indeed, it seems Impossible to refer to 

the order of nature, that is, the uniformity exhibited by events, without 

recourse to the notion of relative stability or permanence in the midst of 

change. Neither permanence nor Change may be regarded as prior in the 

processes of natures both are equally natural and necessary. Hence, our 

problem is not to start with one and derive the other, but rather to 

clarify and relate the two concepts. So Shelley expressed it in his poem, 

"The Cloud:" "I change, but I cannot die." What does it mean to be the 

subject of ceaseless change? Lotze regards this as the major problem of 

ontology. The solution of it should decide the possibility of reconciling 

mechanism with teleology. 

Herbert had previously tried to dispose of the problem by assuming an 

original plurality of unrelated "reals." 3*9 Each of these reals was a 

miniature replica of the static and eternal Being of Parmenides. These 

primordial hermetic reals enter into relations with each other in virtue 

of the positions they come to occupy and so give rise to the world of 

natural processes. The reals remain unchanged in themselves; only their 

relations change. The changes we thus perceive are only apparent changes 

in the things, the only real changes being in the relations between the 

reals that constitute the things, 

Lotze proceeds to attack this view where it is most vulnerable, namely 



in its implicit doctrine of relations. Herbert talks as if relations -were 

independent of their terms and only adventitiously become Imposed upon 

them. But if relations are thus always external to their terms, how can 

terms inherently discrete and isolated be ever really joined? If relations 

make no difference to the plurality of reals which are their terms, then 

how can such ineffectual and otiose relations give rise ever to the appear¬ 

ance of change? Had not Herbart himself proclaimed, "Whatever appears has 

its intimation in Being?" ^ What can such relations as taller than, aps 

the cause of, signify apart from the terms which they relate? Herbart has 

failed to make adequate provision for the metaphysical status of relations. 

Terms are thus found to be indispensable for relations; they cannot exist 

apart from each other. 

Things are now found to be in relations, and they must have been in 

relations from eternity, though not necessarily in the same relations. We 

can understand why a determinate thing is what it is only if we assume 

prior relations determining it to be as it now is. A thing is constituted 

in part by its relation; things and relations as found together constitute 

the system of nature. Lotze is enabled to introduce real relations into 

the structure of reality by maintaining a realistic theory of perception. 

The mind does not impose relations upon the things of experience, but 

rather it discovers them. Things persist in their own independent character 

when no longer present to us in consciousness. Perception rashes a difference 

only to the percipient and not to the objects. "To be means to stand in 

relations, and being perceived is itself only one 3uch relation beside 

other relations." 23- 

HOW are we to understand the tissue of objective relations exhibited 

by the world of things? Lotze answers that relations for us are symbolized 

versions of the interactions that take place between things. Lotze does 



not adhere to a cinole-nindod rasiisa. Perception itself is a reciprocal 

interaction between the cerebro-ncural mechanism of on organism cad the 

things of its hssadiate onvironaent. He do- sot copy the nature of ©^eternal 

•things in our mental imageryj but w do cose to grips with real external 

things* lotse’s realism consists in affirming that for every perceptual 

difference that m cm disc cm these is some corresponding difference in 

external nature. This relationship between things in physical nature is 

independent of mind ©ad of the cerebro-neural mechanism that apprehends it 

by interacting with it. 

Reality is the all-inclusive system of things in reciprocal active 

relation. That all things constitute a single unified system or whole can 

be shorn to be the case by on analysis of what is meant by a thing. IJhon 

VQ inquire into the nature of a thing, we find that tie have returned to 

our initial problem of change. We have said that a idling is in part 

constituted by its relations, which in turn are real and undergo change. 

But to change the relations, then, is to change the thing itself. Are vs 

then hopelessly committed to a Heraclitcan view of the world, a world 

dissolving in endless flux? 

lie mast speah more accurately and distinguish between a thing and its 

modes of appearance. Actually, the charges observed are .Changes in the 

properties of a thing. Can m intelligibly apeak of a thing in abstraction 

from its properties, l»e«, is there a legitimate basis for our ordinary 

distinction between a thing and its qualities? If these Qualities remained 

unaltered, than we would identify than with the thing itself and our prob¬ 

lem would not arise. But the properties do change, ©ad this poses the 

problem, what, if anything, remains constant ©midst change? She secret 

of substantiality is to be found in the self-identity of a thing. If we 

identify a thing with the cassia:: of observed attributes said to characterise 
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it* then m imrat give up the distinction batxraen the thins end its 

attributes* for the thins is as warn to ho found underlying the attributes 

then Lodse*© m&stoaee is to he discovered beneath his primary end second* 

sry qualities, dad since tto ceaplesc of observed attributes isay end often 

do chaste togs&tor* u© smst soy 'that the thing has undergone change and 

given rise to something entirely a§u. to thus lose dl otoblmca of 

psrsasaeace in the uorl&* end tilings trauM sees to pass in and out of 

existence* But lots© regards this procedure era uaubirg. Ha can never 

identify a thing uith its serely obsorvsblo properties* He nova? Imot? 

a thing esaranstivsly* and it m& consist of cm infinite or inexhaustible 

set of such attributes as trail as a tiiol© host of relations in uhieh it 

strands to other things* 

Are m then to assuzza that the essence of a thing lies in BOSS sis©!© 

mpra-sonsible quality or qualities iMCh remain identical during the 

changes of its sensible qualities? lots© refuses to tasks ms of such an 

ad too assumption to save tto distinction totueea a thing end lira properties* 

tn the first place* it seems prohabla that all qualities undergo change at 

seas tine or eaother* end secondly; even if these vsss such a static essen¬ 

tial attribute it could not serve for our ordinary distinction bottrasa a 

thing and its attributes; sines such a static quality remains uakroua and 

stubbornly defies our endeavors to discover it* lloroovsr* the relation 

tottraea such a static essence end the changing attributes remains as unin¬ 

telligible as ever, lie trauld cgspear to be reintroducing surreptitiously 

the static unrelated rods of Herbart in the guise of static essential 

attributes of the various things* Tm tools for our distinction totuaaa a 

thing and its attributes is tot to be found by sppeollag to intrinsic 

differences among the attributes. lots© concludes that the basis for our 

long-sought distinction is to be found* If at all; in the nature of the 
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change itself. 

It is a fact that the attributes of a given thing do change, but it 

is equally a fact that this change is not a cagsrioious chaos of ever-* 

shifting attributes. Tho changes tMeh the attributes of a given thing 

tsxdergo always involve an orderly and closed sequence. Tiro pieces of 

sodium metal 'vrf.ll react in an identical fashion under the earn set of 

conditions* A piece of soditsa rsatal may undergo the most varied changes® 

but it is almys possible to regain the original metal nith all of its 

original properties, JSsreover there are certain properties vhich the 

metal cannot bo induced to assume at all under the mat varied eosditioiis® 

c.g.* sodium metal, tiill never oastsaa the properties of liquid bromine* 

argues lots®. Change is limited to certain definite directions* in a 

certain order end according to certain principles. 

She essence of a thing consists in the fact that it is restricted in 

change to a limited sphere of qualities. A thing operates as a serially 

correlated system of qualities. Tim qualities of a thing are atoys present 

either potentially or actually, fhe acttvxlity of &<ms qualities at a given 

tine excludes the sisultsamous actuality of other qualities of the thing 

and submerges thaa in potentiality. She qualities uhich are to be actualized 

at any given tlsra earn determined by the relations in -viuLch the thing stands. 

Tim latte- regards it as sore accurate to speeh of the predicates of a 

thing as mchsngeabls* i-Mls its essence or substance is that vhich. admits 

of change* It is precisely this orderliness of change that cosyels xm to 

assume the existence of things as the sustcincrs or e&usas of this conti¬ 

nuity. She essence of a thing is thus not .given in immediate perception* 

but only in-.the logical fern of a concept tMch espressos the permanent 

uniform confmtaity to lasr in. the succession of states assumed by the thing, 

the order of 'sM/eh %m steals is always a particular order as esMbited by 
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tli© succession of states of the thing. An identity of particular order 

exhibited in the behavior of two or more things will define a typo or 

hind. A difference in order trill define two distinct typos car kinds. Two 

things before a© nay both be instances of graphite# or one may be graphite 

and the other on instance of lead.. Thus the world la constituted both by 

real diversity and by real similarity. Law is not to be regarded as a 

transcendent form which convenes upon ratter end. imposes its order 3 it is 

rather the living Immanent pattern which things concretely exemplify in 

their behavior. Ife must not regard a law as something prior to its appli¬ 

cation, else we mistake our abstractions for the concretely real in nature. 

Law as an abstraction from experience is general, and nevertheless it 

applies to & number of specific cases. How is this relation of application 

to be understood? A law is to be understood as possessing both form end 

content. The form alone remains invariant and corresponds to the general 

character of law, but in order to apply the law in a given instance wa must 

give it coso particular content. Any physical formula illustrates this. 

Consider, for eisasple, v a gfc, which egresses tha relation between speed, 

v, end the tine, t, closed after G start from rest for a freely falling 

body, where g is the universal gravitational constant. The law as it now 

stands is perfectly general end abstract. In order for the law to hold or 

rather to apply to a given case, m must substitute particular values for 

the variables that occur in the formula. Our choice of values for the 

variable is not arbitrary* it is dictated by Idle nature of the case to which 

the formula is intended to apply. The resulting statement of the application 

of the law is itself a law oven as the general formula* This is all that 

is meant by an instance of the law* This is the individual lair for the 

this© under the given conditions. In mQsm logical terminology, the gen¬ 

eral law corresponds to a propositional function, and its applications ore 
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the propositions \Mch result froea the appropriate substitutions in tbs 

function. This ©plains bow lotse regards the relation between conceptual 

thought land Being, or a reality which is the object of that thought. The 

relation is mediated by a concept or general las? tMch ©stresses th© 

deseribable behavior of a thing. The adequacy of a concept is determined 

by the accuracy of the description for all observed instances of applica¬ 

tion. laws are nothing apart from their actual instances, and are descrip¬ 

tions of the manner of reciprocal interactions of things. The actual 

deteKainsnfcs of this srnasr of reciprocal interaction oust be found in 

the nature of the things themselves. This is why Lots© regards the Principle 

of Sufficient Beacon as an ontological principle rather than as a mere 

heuristic principle of discursive reasoning. Mora succinctly, the prin¬ 

ciple states that the determinant must always arise from the real alone, 

Tim causal relation then is one of sufficient reason and consequence, but 

our problem is to show hmr the sufficient reason becomes efficient cause. 

bT© are thud confronted with th© problem of causality* Experience 

teaches us that things are implicated in a nexus of reciprocal detorrainations, 

Tm changes which a thing undergoes am determined not only by the nature 

of the thing, but also by the conditions to which it is exposed. Events 

cannot be regarded as simply self-originated since this conception will 

never yield an ordered universe without recourse to the dubious provision 

of a preSstaolisliod harmony among things. For the same mason, creation 

ex nihllo, although a possible primordial source of the existent world, 

cannot be admitted in science os m explanation of particular things or 

events. The objective Reason of Hegel becomes for lots© that ccsipiex of 

ell relations obtaining between tilings sad their natures} it is not itself 

a thing or a single fact. Causes are all these real things of which con¬ 

nection with each other leads to the occurrence of facts that were formerly 
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not present. The co-exiotence of things involves more than sere spatial 

togetherness. 

• How do things thus together determine ons another end interact? Scene 

mechanical theories assume that ws can explain such interaction by spatial 

contact of things alone. Iotas rejects this type of mechanism. In the 

first place# such a view cannot account for phenomena lilse magnetism and 

gravitation which appear to involve action at a distance. It is a familiar 

fact that spatial contact between tuo bodies say give rise - to such action 

as the displacement of one of then hy the other# hut the familiarity of 

the fact does not render it any sore intelligible than action at a distance. 

It is customary to assume that 'the cause of a given, effect is an active 

agent “which exerts an influence upon something passively receptive to that 

influence. But how are vs 1B conceive of this transfer of influence? lot 

us tabs the sstaaml© of a lighted match and gunpowder giving rise to an 

©plosion, neither the match nor the gunpowder alone gives rise to the 

©plosion. Both scorn necessary and hence may he regarded as co-operating 

causes. The ignited match sad the gtagsaider lose their individual identity 

and merge indistinguishably in the asv event# the resulting explosion, 

i&ero in this, process is the active egent ®nd the passive recipient of the 

influence? 

There is m absolute distinction between active agency end passive 

recipience in causation, nothing is purely receptive or passive in causation. 

That which is acted upon or responds in a causal process must be a co¬ 

operative tendency in the thing. It is time to abandon the occult causa 

transients or influxes phyaleua of the medieval schoolmen, ''IJhat each doss 

in the causal process is the consequence of its completely determinate 

structure and constitution upon the occasion of the outward excitement.” 

Causality consists in nothing mare than reciprocal interaction among things 
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as determined by their relations sad their own intrinsic dispositions to 

action. These relations mast sot to regarded as invisible threads cm* 

meeting discrete things. The tern "between," lots© says, is ''meaningless 

in tMs sessei things can planes their reciprocal modifications imss- 

^i£&i&aIL2r«T* 
23 Ws can msgsrd these intrinsic dispositions of particular 

things to particular actions as analogous to the apathetic rapport anmg 

persons. Things, as persons, my stand ia various degrees of a^repriateness 

in their relations, us find that the operation of reciprocal interaction 

is a self-containea activity propagating itself fresa moment to meant. 

IMs operation maos that -the actuality of on© state is the condition for 

the realisation of another* Since there is no unrelated being, the factual 

detailed plurality of the world must find its final essential unity in & 

sanies* 

Xt has bee® pointed out that Iotas intends by causality the operation 

of things according to universal and necessary lass. The descriptive 

accounts of the concrete and specific sciences, in ©^pressing the idea of 

law, can yield no mxm than this statement. The delineation of id® precise 

manner of causal efficacy is a speculative enterprise in metaphysics. lots© 

chaepioas the cause of mechanism when he maintains that universal laws hold 

absolute sway over all of nature. To renounce this supposition of @11 

scientific inquiry is to despair of understanding the world at all, and to 

place definite strictures on the possible entent to which mm can gain 

deednion over nature In his practical activity. Xotse’s famous prefatory 

rassaris to tbs Ittcaceoflaua anticipates' the conclusion to which the whole 

work tends. is would demostrate "How absolutely universal is the easftent 

and at the same time how ccmalatelv s^ordiaato the aipnificanoa, of -fee 

mission tMch. neatedsm has to fulfil in the structure of the world.” 

The marvellous acMevesjsnts of classical dynesden left little doUbt 
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that the inanimate uorld of physical nature manifests Its conformity 

to certain uMvwaally valid lavs. Xn his lair of gravitation, Ileuton uas 

eble to encasgiass the behavior of the least Object in our midst and the 

movements of the remotest stellar bodies uitMn a single unified system 

of physical theory, Toe groat French laathemticlaa and physicist? Laplace, 

tjas ^oich to infer fross this bio conclusion, of universal asschsasissw In 

Ms Treatise on Celestial IJechaaics, published in 1?99, ha boasted that 

given ths location, velocity and direction of every material particle in 

the universe at e given instant, a sufficiently powerful intelligence could 

calculate- the entire future history of the universe, \&en asked by Sapolooa 

Uhat room this loft for the Creator in Ms cosmology, ho replied, "Sire, 

1 hm® m need of that hypothesis*** 25 leplocs bad felt confident that all 

of nature ^fwiw'Hng life AUA *>&*&. uould be reducible to the ipym of 

dynamics* 

viotf been a® ipab^”**-***^.** matorialiSEi WB by 

many scientists of the nineteenth century* It implies a stork fatalism, 

Zt w& ctellsgged first in the sciences of biology and psychology. . Biologists 

like Julius Sachs (teacher of our Genaaa^ihssricaa physiologist Jacques locb) 

endeavored to give a strictly materialistic end ira&snlcal account of life* 26 

Sachs* hopes for a purely materialistic account of the life processes had 

been kindled by Woshler#s synthesis of the organic compound urea from in** 

organic substances in 2828* Prior to this no organic product of living 

metabolism had been synthesised in the laboratory frm inorganic substances* 

Zt had been thought by many that there uas an absolute gulf botuaen the 

chemistry of living and non-living systems, Thin conclusion ms disputed. 

Mary besides Loeb have folloued Sachs in drawing the conclusion that life 

is but a highly cespleas form of physico-chemical activity* They became 

interested In the tropistte behavior of plants in response to certain 
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physical stimuli. It saa mll-kama that plants reacted trith mechanical 

movssaeats in the direction ©f a satire© of lights moistare, or otter appro¬ 

priate stimuli* Animal behavior ves interoretosl in cm analogous fashion 

as the resultant of a camples of interacting tropisas* !Ebe thesis of 

animal automatism introduced into modern philosophy by Descartes, ms 

©xtesdsd to include not only human life but also man*© higher mental pro** 

cessess* Jakob Molssckott (1822-1893) developed this vice to its ruthless 

conclusion in Ms vork, ffiha gyele of life: rllo thought vitbout phosphorusj ” 

later be added fat and mter. 27 Karl Vogt bluntly described thought as 

an organic secretion of the brain, analogous to the production of bile or 

urine* She great popularity of Iai&j&g BMuasr's e^ositiom of maters- 

idiom in his uork Force and Matter testified to the esteem enjoyed by 

such vices in the genera! reading public of the time* 

Among the opponents of this mechanistic account of life mre the so- 

called vitalists. Ths chief e^onsat of their position in biology ms 

Eons Brieseh* According to Mm, no mechanical account of life ms adequate. 

living activity ma the raseIt of goeasthing unique catling the uorM pro¬ 

cess. fho self-rogulati»g activity of living organisms, the self-repair 

of injured tissues, and the may subtle adaptions of the organism to the 

environment cannot be erplainsd by having' recourse to ary rrchemical scheme. 

He maintained that the activities of organisms uorc directed and governed 

by a -tereascaQaeafe mos-plysieal vital force uhlch inserted itself into 

material systems end converted them into stable living organic systems. 

In mechanical system the likole is the result of the mechanical interaction 

of ’idie parish but in- a living organic system the parts are really mmabers, 

subordinate in function to the needs of the organism as a uhols. Ernst 

Cassirer reviewed the history of the vitaliot controversy in the nineteenth 

century, in a chapter of Ms uork Sue Problem of KaotSodge, end pointed out 
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that vitalism ms strongly cheapened in pMlcsophical circles, "thou^a. 

a sharp critic had arises therein in the person of Iotas.*' 29 

¥e must be careful in considering Loise’c relation to this controversy. 

His position may bo clearly indicated if isa compare .and contrast it uitb 

that of his elder French ecs^ess^mox^, Augusts Comte C 17^*185?)» Comte *s 

views on this issue are clearly set forth in his hierarchy of the sciences. 

The sciences are arranged in the order of decreeing generality and in- 

creasing eo^lssdty as mthcaaties, estrcsacHsy, physics, cfcsaistxy, and 

biology* This is also the order in ¥hich the sciences have attained to 

the positive acieatific stage in human thought, i.e., to tfca stage at uhich 

they are susceptible of rigid interpratation according, to universal lass* 

la Ooiata*© hierarchy each science rests on the basis of the mere general 

and less eosplox sciences, but it is not reducible to the lotaar sciences. 

Comfco ccs3»letes the list by addins sociology or the science of human ablations 

and institutions had putting it at the top of his list. The life-sciences 

being the most eta©!e& are the last to disclose the universal 1mm that 

prevail in their sphere. 

Xotsc .shared Coast© "s faith that universal lavs are ©parativ© in all 

spheres of activity, and that suichanlom vill be- found to reign absolutely 

in all living processes. H3so«isa, lots© agreed that the higher sciences 

are not cqs®>l@te3y reducible to the loser ones. The principles that operate 

in living systems are not merely the principles of Irplaeian mechenico that 

apply to .inert bodies, but *8isy era not? principles vbleh apply to uniquely 

organised systems. Yet these principles do- not m$*k the - introduction, of 

something ©Hen. into nature, for they nowhere contradict the principles of 

classical mechanics niton, properly understood.. The error of Hie vitalist 

consists In renouncing mbhasisa in favor of a vital force end thereby 

violating the principle of parsimony in scientific theory by introducing 
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umrarrsnted entities in order to fill toe gaps in our imoMaedgs* of living 

processes. 

3530 confusion of sssduetionist mterislism lies la toot A* I?, Miitetead 

later called "to© fallacy of misplaced concreteness.1* 3° *Eio materialist 

mistakes too classical abstract account of toe dynamics of bodies, rela* 

tively independent of cm another, m ea adequate stetsnmnb of the concrete 

biological facts of infcsrdopea&sacs and organic toolesess. Hers TO sect 

with conditions of a specie! order tMeh ore ignored ia the formulation of 

to© aaftTin.njea of bodies ia dynamic 'but ind^sadent interaction. ©to bio* 

logical sciences must radlfy those principles to take account of the unique 

conditions that sustain vital activity. Tods greater ccsplnsity of living 

activity, sustained by many environing factors, is an aspect of uhat TO 

msan by the greater concreteness in facto. 

lotto realised tost life is not an isolated phenomenon in nature but 

an activity involving reciprocal interaction and ©schango tilth the surrounding 

natural esvironssat. ©JO phenomta of life end gro&to testify to toe fact 

nothing assists in of toe tffiole of nature. environ* 

meat of a uorld of things is indinpensehle to toe minieaaace of life and 

biological dovelopent. ©to satisfaction of organic needs can only to 

scc<Bplistod by a cosmic ©oonesay that operates impartially according to 
8i%# ^.eiprocal o# tfoiggsi PTOBI^POBBB 

a system of universal loss uhieh deteaaiaas toe quality end quantity of 

this operation. Sms life is not erospfc fra toe mechanical mode of con* 

caption employed evorytosrs in scienbifie descriptions of nature. 

Hardly ever has cay serious attempt toon made to uitodrasi 
inorganic nature fro© ywschflmfeif*! of conception], 
a longer resistance xm made to bringing organised beings 
also under it. But toe f*nn*> reasons coopel us to admit 
it hare too. Animals and plants produce neither from 
tocmtolves nor fra nothing too substances through toose 
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uggmgation 1heir outward fora grouss they 'borrow them 
from the asm storehouse of feature* 33. 

life os Q ■very possibility is depcuadent upon certain physiological conditions 

obtaining within the organism* not u^oa easy occult vital force* Hature 

00 a unified totality of * not admit of any 

bifurcation among its ccntassts. Life is dependent certain physico¬ 

chemical processes* but it is not reducible to then* - 

fhe causal sequence of ©vents in nature is not the me succession 

of elements driven by -the blind rancour of necessity. Hie universal laws 

of nature ore not only factual geimsllsaiions* Inst they are also iatelli- 

- gible e^rcsst-oas of on order according to sufficient reason. Also each 

individual es&stenb does- .not evolve aut igenartQ sad constitute a dear 

peculiar to itself* She world is not a !^luriverse,s of isolated phsnossnas 

things do not behave according to their own unique predispositions. 

HetibflaisaB asserts the unity of tbs world under the reign of universal law*' 

Btvergemb conditions result in manifold changes* bub all changes converge 

to a single all-pssvasiv© law* Hse world m a system of cechanical order 

iM 1ih0 C0E^8Ptfi<M &t# all. gl&£iffiy@a# 

How the really crucial test for cay mtenical ©©count of life is Its 

ability to e^lain the svsgulatory end adaptive processes of the organism. 

Hie vitalists hod accurately pointed out that living systems do not act in 

a blind fashion* but respond in an appreciate Intelligent sasser to the 

environment, fhe organism docs not act lihe a pilotless ship that destroys 

itself upon the reeby island ernes. Hie demands of the ©rgaaisa-es a thole 

dictate the functioning of the suboMimtc parts. life consists of many 

delicately balanced systems in constant interaction. As Lotse pointed cut* 

these system are involved in the repair of insured tissues* in maintaining 

the ©Bygsn content of the blood* and in maintaining the hydrogen ion 
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ctoceatratien and toe isotonic properties of the blood. If the equilibrium 

in these systems is disturbed from without, toe body strives to restore 

it to ito initial state* let?© Massif described assy of these systems, 

and tried to exhibit toe naehaaical principles tost are at vast. In a 

passage that ia remarkably prophetic of present day developments in 

cybernetics, Iotas outlined Ms mechanistic interpretation of these 

regulatory processes. 

liaekinos can be constructed so toat toe unequal expansion 
of differsnt ratals at tbs same degree of torooratnrs 
doss away with toe injurious effects which variations 
ia toc^erature night have cm toe precision of their 
operations* to© steam engine can be ccamollea toil© in 
motion to set going a contoivaace by which tbs iubri- 
eating oil is supplied to toe wheels ia just such measure 
as is required by toe velocity of toe train* If to look 
oa these ncMoveaauto with a certain pride, it shows toe 
narrow tether of human power that ire can be proud of such 
results 3 they certainly are exceedingly trifling in con- 
parison irito toe infinite delicacy and versatility with 
which toe living body resists innumerable minute dis¬ 
turbances all at case 5 but this difference in value does 
not entitle m to infer an equally wide difference ia 
too method of working. 32 

In this discussion a? auto-regulative processes, lotae makes use of 

a principle that later came to be known m Bancroft’s law; *!A system 

tends to change so as to minimis© as external disturbance*° 33 Systems 

of equilibria, whan disturbed, initiate eccmeacatory activities that tend 

to restore too system to ito original state. Hunger and thirst resulting 

turn toe depletion of the organism’s store of food and water cause the 

animal to seek and secure those substances essential to ito welfare as 

well os to toe relief of those bodily cravings. She very structure of 

elastic stosteaees causes them to develop an effort to return to their 

prior condition when subjected to tension. Sals effort is, within certain 

limits, directly proportional to toe amount of deviation from toe normal. 
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SSias the forces of elastic distortion ere attended by & remedial reaction 

that grows along with the disturbance. 

■ lot re’s ingenuity in establishing jacchonisa in tho life sciences may 

©salt© our admiration, but on the other hand, we mi^ht bo led to wonder 

where this view differs essentially from crass materialism. Lotse regards 

miter as an abstract conception derived frcsa our everyday experiences with 

things, She origin of this concept Is tell described in the Metaphysics. 

Tlio existence of bodies in space consists la a variety of objects which 

differ la their sensible qualities. Despite these differences, tie soon 

discern a number of properties ccszron to all bodies cad yet consistent 

tilth their manifold sensible differences* Shey all possess ostial 

extension, yield resistance to forces that tend to change their direction 

of motion, and are more or loss is^eaetrable to other bodies* Shssa ornmn 

properties tahen toother constitute all to mean by setter * '‘Matter would 

then be a general term standing for anything which participated? to t&sfe* 

ever extent, in-the above«msntionsd modes of behavior." & Tho materialist 

San'S whan he infers fsm these general properties of all things a .bang* 

omom substratum which differentiates itself into distinct things with 

varying properties, She materialist reifies tho general properties 

abstracted frota things cad then proceeds to endow this occult and homog¬ 

eneous scatter with all causal efficacy and potentiality that egresses 

itself in nature. Matter is a convenient construction for ordinary scion* 

tifie purposes, but we must not endow it with primordial end generative 

beings it possesses no causal efficacy itself* Rather is causal efficacy 

to be recognised in the nature of the interacting individual tilings •Suss* 

solves, fhe things of the world belong to different orders which are 

related in tho most divers© ways* This relaiednaos is not simply coordinate 

elatedness, but relatedness of a mare fimdsmntal hind, fhis is -the 
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explanation of that variation ia the intensity of interaction which conceals 

the unfailing synsathetic rapport by neons of which, all things reciprocally 

interact at a distance, tla.t2ria3i.stic mechanism denies action at a dis¬ 

tance and amlains events as the result of the spatial juxtaposition of 

things involving a transmission of force fxm cm to the other. ISsterialism 

also suffers from a vagueness in the es^lcspsnt of the tera forces force 

SOTO to attach itself to things in a wholly uaintelHgible rntmer* 

Biiehnsr struggled with the problem of the relation.of force to natter ia 

his mterialistie cosmolo^r, but sever succeeded in making their relation 

clear. Xofcjs© makes himself Quite clear on this issue in the Microcosms. 

—■ forces do not attach themselves to a lifeless inner 
nature of things, but mast arise out of thorns nothing 
can take place between the individual elements until 
something has taken place within them* All external 
incidents of union and separation must hence rest on 
or find their reflection in an inner life of things* 
and, even if physical science breaks up the unity of 
CQBpnmd substances, each single part of the mosaic 
which she puts instead is a living point inwardly in 
a state of movement* 35 

Eiio passage has the merit of indicating another interesting aspect 

of lotos's thought, namely, his tendency to favor seas kind of ganosyehism 

at the basis of causal activity, he was increased by the psychological 

studies of Feekner end was inclined to honor his panosyehic speculations* 

His major objection to materialism vm based on the fact that it failed 

to give an adequate account of the unique character of mi's higher mental 

life. 

— for the evil materialism that is the real destroyer 
of all cosmic conceptions consists exclusively in the 
wealth of mind being held to spring from the reciprocal 
action of material m&atamees as substances, from intact 
end pressure, from tension end expansion, from ecaposi- 
tion end decomposition, ia its being supposed as self- 
evident that tbs endless variety of the inner life arises 
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frm the janbual crossing of physical processes > as that 
the resultant of two equal forces tending in opposite 
directions is rest# or of two that are d^ffisrsiris* nation 
in a third sad intermediate direction. 3b 

Sian is a fragile physical system in nature hut also one that is unique 

in its mental life. One is reminded of Blaise Pascal*® remark* "Kan is 

hut a reed* tabs east feeble thing in natures but he is a thinking reed.” 37 

The ramarhable character of the inner life of mind led Lots© to infer a 

ta&raeensiM® soul m the basis for our mental activity, tfe shall proceed 

to an eaccsdnation of the arguments lots© mastered in support of his con¬ 

ception of a snprasennihle soul* and also examine the nature of this entity 

in the light of iris mechanism end the unity of things in nature. At this 

point* “lie should notice m important divergence in the conceptions of 

lots© and Costs regarding the relations of the sciences.* Comte had no 

provision for psychology in his hierarchy. He believed that the data 

dealt with in the traditional psychology could 03 apportioned between 

biology and sociology. This scans to be inconsistent with Comte’s asser¬ 

tion of the irroducibility of the sciences. The content of man’s mental 

life mat be esq?iicabla* according to this view* in terms of biological 

factors involved in social interaction. This seems to indicate a certain 

aaterielistic bias in the thon^st of Comte. Lotas more consistently held 

to the irreducible character of psychic phencmena* end requires a separata 

science of psychology to treat of the laws governing mental processes. 

Lots© was greatly impressed with 1dm} e^erlsagatal researches of 

G* Th* Fechner (l80X~i8?7) In psycho-physics, Fedmer had succeeded in 

establishing a correlation between the degree of perceptual discrimination 

in sensory differences end the intensity of the physical stimulus. But 

this did not obscure for Lotse the ^solute qualitative difference in the 

character of the physical stimulus and the mental response. Mental activity 
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is dependent npon bodily processes and states, but it is not reducible to 

then. Shore is a radical gap between sensations and their material physical 

correlates in the neuro-carobral system. The light energies employed in 

vision consist of certain vibratory motions, and these only effect changes 

in the movements of the nervous system end brain* But the sensation that 

is a distinct color cpielity is somateiag very different from vibratory 

motion* St is not a definite light frequency end movement that m ere 

usmre of, but something radically different from this. If this is tins 

for sensation, hm? much more so is it in the case of thought I 

Consciousness members stums anything roscmhliag that tie 
see in nature, vis*, the resultant of two forces pro* 
duciag at one time a state of rest, at another a third 
intermediate motion, in which they have becose merged • 
beyond recognition* 3® 

Recalling the custelogical principle that 'real differences era to be colored 

la the nature of the specific interacting things, ws must attribute the 

unique Character of oar mental life to the activity of that v& call the 

seifs lots® refers to it as a si^erseasible (sometimes stpraseosible) soul. 

We should cote here the unity of self-consciousness displayed in any 

mental act* Kent had already pointed oat the oxganic unity of all conscious 

content in thought. According to lots®, every intentional act of mind in¬ 

volves an imavoldable reference to a transcendent ego that lies beyond the 

contents of consciousness, but unifies the manifold of intuition into a 

single related thole, ffee ability to retain too diverse sensory contents 

together in a single act of mind seems to be tea necessary condition for 

any act of relating and comparing contents. If we compare two sensory con¬ 

tents, two dilffereafc colors for ezsEgsle, their individuality must be 

distinctly preserved in each case. Consciousness retains tee two diverse 

contests together in a single act or mental span without merging, the two 
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contents into a third. fhia aloes mates possible perceptual discrimination 

of similarity and difference. Purteermoro, tte sensory contents of Con¬ 

sciousness are ordered la a spatial field end change their relations to 

otter contents in respect to localisation in an orderly fashion. 

Consciousness in these respects is not at ell cospaxcble to physical 

forces* Ste diverse plurality of physical forces in nature, becomes for 

mind an integrated unity vhiCh retains the individuality of the constituent 

parts, Stjysieal forces behave as vectors described by tte lairs of the 

cccpositioa end resolution of forces, but not so tilth sensory contents* 

Color® at opposite ends of the spectrum do not neutralize each otter and 
Thty w«fe 

result in gray as they uould ifAsaadoguss of physical forces of eg.ua! 

magnitude and opposite direction* Acoustical phenomena such as tte 

presence of harmonic overtones in music have no proper (analogues in the 

realm of physical forces, fhese exaEples are not meant to deny 'tte 

presence of imiversaUy valid lows for optics end acoustics* but to boar 

’witness to the dispamtnaess of tte tee realms of soul or spirit and mat¬ 

ter. fhe inter life of spirit, according to lotse, testifies to tte im¬ 

mense gulf bettesn tte enoersensuous soul and tte corporeal -world. 

tie must resist tte tej^tetiaa to medal tee activities of mind after 

tee fashion of familiar physical processes. It is a mistake to think of 

consciousness on tte enatagy of a light beam that ploys upon tte surface 

of things and Illumines then. As tie have already demonstrated, -mind is 

not a passive mirroring of things involved in relations, for if it -were, 

there -would he no discrepancy in our accounts of tte inner life of spirit 

and that of tte asternal play of physical forces* Ideas in no may resemble 

physical forces that push each otter about* She strength of conviction 

carried by some ideas is no measure of intensity of physical force. 0?o 

describe such processes m indecision, end belief is tte business of tte 
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psychologists; but when x® raise the question of the right of an idea to 

raise conviction \rithin us, x® appraise the idea in tores of evidence, 

consistency end other logical criteria which are essentially normative 

or evaluative and involve no reference to intensity of conviction. To 

speak of the strength of ideas is to employ languor in a purely meta¬ 

phorical manner, and m smut beware of being doled by the metaphor into 

conceiving consciousness as a stage for the mechanical play of forces. 

The inner life of soul introduces us to something radically net? in 

nature. For the first time, wo find reason to doUbt the universal sway 

of mechanism. Clearly, the higher mental faculties are not governed by 

any mecheniom. The familiar activity of recall involved in memory affords 

a formidable obstacle to any mechanical theory. Memory leaves the soul 

unfettered to the present; it makes the rich storehouse of pant oaperieace 

available to our present needs by preserving the past dormant but intact 

along xrlth the present. Efforts to localize a mechanism for memory in 

the brain tissues have ended in failure, sad there is reason to believe 

that further efforts in this direction utilising the same principles of 

explanation td.ll fere no better. Moreover, memory seams to foliar? prin¬ 

ciples of relevance rather than principles of care force in its operation. 

It is important that I recall which of too objects is the heavier, but not 

toe esiaet sensory differences in pressure. But this is precisely the 

customary in recall, for I may remmtoer that one object weighs twenty 

pounds and another fifteen pounds without being at all able to distinguish 

the differences in muscular tension. Memory is purposive end adaptive 

to human needs in a peculiar way; it does not record detail in an Indis¬ 

criminate mechanical fashion, but it notes what is peculiarly relevant to 

to© soul os the occasion demands. This activity of memory introduces the 

recognisable pervasive unity of tbs self thrcnighout the successive stages 
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of its career. 

Lotse insists upon the integral unity of consciousness as the basic 

fact of mental life. He repeatedly resists endeavors to interpret his 

psychology after the fashion of tbs older faculty psychology* She soul 

is an indivisible unity and should not be regarded as a loose plurality 

of faculties. We can distinguish different activities of the soul and 

refer to then as imagination, cognition, end volition, but wo Erast not 

endow each activity with a substantial counterpart or divide the soul 

into isolated and self-contained co^artsents. Mental life involves an 

lunar coherence which Lotse compared to the synthetic unity of a melody. 

It is true that perception, memory, and phantasy force the essential and 

accidental alike upon us, but this is not true of the higher mantel 

activities of creative imagination and thought. fhou^rt always pursues 

that which is essentially connected and tends to exclude the accidental, 

thought seeks a unified account of things in the logical concatenation of 

ideas which somehow corresponds to the inherent relations of things. 

This activity of mind cannot bo reconstructed in terms of a SBchaaical 

association of ideas, The association of ideas depends upon such accidental 

circumstances as the repeated seqgsenee of ideas in tie®. But it Is just 

such accidental features as these that thought seeks to eliminate and in 

practice successfully ignores. Only particular ideas or mental events 

could be associated in contests according to this view, whereas our meanings 

always involve a reference to amivoreals. Thought esploys concepts in 

referring contents to their waiver sals. Contents alone cannot refer to 

anything! they duply are* She concept thus has a logical and universal 

existence apart from particular contents. An act of judgment esnloys con¬ 

cepts and espies us to go beyond the immediate datum of perception. Thus 

the individual content for mind does not remain uniquely end mutely what 
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It is, but it-announces itself ea cn instance of s type. Wo have not 

merely tills individual thing with this union© color and that uniquo taste, 

hut the fruit orange Which is lit© other things in the world* thought 

end creative imagination are liberated frcsa inste&iacy and testify to the 

isdspmdaacs of the soul from mchsnieal nature* Ho ssechaalsm cam explain 

the facts of psychical iraiuseondsnce of the present* 
Which 

lots© insists that the thought fesh cognises Reality as mechanism 

can ho so nacbanisa itself. Truth and error could not ho distinguished 

if this wore the csss, since both truth and error wauM he the result of 

an Inevitable ssachsoisa. Ho could not' imagine two mi&emntlcians arguing 

over the validity of & proof in ©causetry since the proof of one, if m 

are mm permitted to speah with great Means©, is just as much the factual 

outcome of a mechanical process as the other* He may argue over procedures 

that involve norms, hut art over purely causal secumees of events. Our 

scientific accounts of nature are assuredly only descriptions of nature, . 

hut those descriptions care not #ist oar passive recording of events as they 

transpire is perceptual ea^orieace. She descriptive laws of science in 

their universality of s^Moatios transcend all immediate occasions of 

concrete cvsperlenec, Ho oeiestist cams to foaaulato scientific lass by 

sasrely entering the laboratory and passively recordlag his observations 

in OKpesimat* Kent is essentially correct .is pointing out that live whole 

pmv^hernaMa of scientific apparatus and method is but as organised mans 

of posing Questions to nature. The scientist himself must decipher nature*® 

all too fxecpsntly baffling answers# 

Scientific laws are fluently the result of long, periods of mental 

isolation, and what, for loch of a better phrase, m may call creative 

insight* Genius la whatever sphere, bo it literature, art, science, or 

religion, involves aa elcmnfe of spontaneity and novelty that is irreducible 
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to any torn of mechanism, As Cicsi-o long ©go asserted* one night shake 

up the letters of the alphabet for an eternity m3. they wiiM never fossa 

a single line of a great epic, *2he discovery of a proof in mathematics 

say he a long and arduous process, and it oay long evade tee keenest of 

mthematical minds. But once forteecsaing* the proof say eerily he checked 

in an almost mechanical fashion by any one trite sufficient skill in math¬ 

ematics! reasoning. A counting machine my measure quantities and trork 

out many assigned calculations for trhich it has teen equipped, But no 

ccsputiag machine has; ever' become absorbed in the meanlag and various 

implications of a problem or proceeded beyond the specific evidence to 

fomudate a net theory* mate less develop a thole new branch of a science, 

as did Descartes or leibais and mm recently Henri Poincare, Genius 
*6 

poseessAtha old* but is not bound to its it advances to radically net? 

ground. Umr often do m find foimlited rules in artistic and scientific 

.endeavor to be barrenly unproductive! Om is reminded of tee occasion 

teen Beathovan %m mxm& by Ms teacher not to strike a certain chord on 

tee piano, since it ms not allowed in music , Beethoven struck tee chord 

once again ©ad retorted teat it ms permissible from then on, Lotte re- . 

gordod the failure to fathom the unusual character of creative genius as 

a strange lack in the materialists of Ms day, In m eloquent passage he 

described tee strang# paradox of mm busily engaged in reasoning away teeir 

oua reason. 

So long ns vs have this ckperienco (creative genius)* 
Materialism may prolong its existence and celebrate its 
teiuaphs trite the schools teere so many ideas estranged 
from life find shelter* but its om professors iri.ll be¬ 
lie their false cread in their living action. — Among 
all the errors of tee human mind it has alloys seemed 
to me tee strangest teat it could cose to doubt its cun 
©testenee* of vrMte alone it has direct experience, or 
to take it at second hand as tee product of an ©eternal 
nature ivhich m know only indirectly* only by moons of 
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Satisfied that he has refuted the interpretation of-mental activity 

in merely physiological terms* Lotse’s next problem is to examine the 

relation between mind and body. ®ie fasts of our everyday cssperiencs 

testify to the reciprocal interaction of the soul tilth the organism. Our 

problem is to account for this reciprocal interaction in ten© of lotse’s 

crun metaphysics. lie spears to be confronted tilth all the problems of a 

Cartesian dualism. But m shall find serne significant differences in the 

two positions* which safeguard lotsa’s doctrine from the criticisms to 

thdeh the Cartesian account is liable. We are tnamed nob to think of the 

basis of reciprocal action between body and soul m some sort of bond 

connecting the two. We should beware of seeking to find the localised 

point of their interaction in GOES organ such as the pineal gland. Sis 

soul is linked to the body by its actual foms of reciprocal interaction 

end by nothing more. We need no more @5 beyond these forms of reciprocal 

interaction end seek for a bond than %m need go beyond the facts of friendly 

social intercourse te seels the bonds of friendship* or beyond the reciprocal 

action between planets and sun in seeking the bond of their unity. 

Descartes’ dualism involved the two basic substances* mind and matter. ‘She 

former alone is res cosrittcaaa and the latter alone is res exteasa. Mind is 

thinking but unextended substance$ matter is extended but unthinking sub- 

stance. Sis problem for Descartes was to explain hm two such absolutely 

heterogeneous substances could ever interact. How could that which is 

spatially extended ever act i©on the unextesded and vice versa? The problem 

of interaction stated in these tens© seems to be insoluble. 

labs© too has a dualism of two qualitatively different substances* 

soul end body* Soul is still thinking substance and matter is unthinking 
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substances but lot so alters our conception of their spatial properties. 

Iotas follows Ifisat is mintaiaing that space eM time are hut the sensuous 

modes of intuition, They are -'die universal forms of human intuition and 

the absolutely necessary preconditions of all es-^erience. But Botse is 

unambiguous in giving a final realistic iatespratatiom to these basic 

categories. Space sad tine as ire perceive th®a saey or say not exactly 

characterise eternal nature as it is in and for itself* hut they do 

correspond to some relations in things. Space and tino are called "our 

mental translations of external relation between objects.’* ^ How spa- 

tial relations as we perceive then either apply finally to both soul and 

body or to neither. She objection that was leveled against the Cartesian 

dualism is not now applicable to Lotse. The difficulty with the Cartesian 

dualism lies not in the dualism itself* but in the gulf between the spa¬ 

tial and the non-spatial* it would be an error to suppose that reciprocal 

interaction can oily take place between homogeneous things. It is just 

as intelligible to recognise interaction between heterogeneous things* 

Yet we may seals to understand the enact relation of tee soul to tee 

corporeal body* Is tee soul localised in tee heart, in the liver as tee 

Moteasaediaas claim, or in tee brain as some of our more naive contemporaries 

believe? Any localisation of tee soul involves us in certain perplexities, 

The soul moves the arm at one time and at another time it moves tee toss. 

If tea soul acts at different places, and sometimes simultaneously, how are 

ire to conceive this action of the soul upon tee body from its scat in tee 

body? This problem becomes particularly acute if we consent to tee dictum 

that a thing acts only where It is, lotse converts this to read, ”A thing 

is where it acts," kl After all we can only localise a thing in practice 

by reference to whore it esaerfcs an action or effect. Since this seems to 

be tee case, we must recognise test a thing may be located at several places 



siia&tareously. This is the repudiation of uhafc lMtehoa& later comes to 

call "the fallacy of simple location*” Thus the soul does not have a 

central seat in the body* It is more accurate to specie of the omnipresence 

of the soul in the tody. The soul develops tilth the tody end is limited 

to the confines of the body in the control it exerts upon things, Btrt 

shoved act regard the soul as moulding or influencing the embryologies! 

development of the body. The body unfolds its developmast in accordance 

vrith the corporeal mechanism of life* Xotsse professes Ms ignorance as 

to the origin of souls, end believes that the problem is no more soluble 

than the problem of the origin of matter. 

The universe sow consists of a plurality of souls or that latsc calls 

the realm of spirit and the realm of mechanical saastter* Are VQ to regard 

this cleavage of Reality as fiscal end enduring? The uorid of physical 

nature is coldly mechanical and only the blind play of forces in inter¬ 

action, vrithout beauty or mrstfch* On tho other hand, the inner life of 

spirit is rich end vital tilth tsanath, beauty, end goodness * Must u© deijy • 

to the contents of our inner life any objective existence in external 

nature? Must vie deny to the things of external nature any real feeling 

end joy of their ova? Must v& regard all nature as instrumental to the 

inner life of spirit, deprived of the joy of participating in the life 

of tilings? Are some parts of nature to be regarded as purely instrumental 

in ministering to the needs and joys of other parts? Is the distinction 

bettiesa instrumental values and intrinsic values final and absolute, or 

is -the distinction relative, so that things tMch are instrumental to the 

purposes of others can nevertheless share in a life of intrinsic -worth 

of their oim? lots© is inclined to believe tho latter, and here ue approach 

the most daring and fascinating parts of his speculations. 

Iotas speculates that it is probable that there is an inner life in 
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all things* so that there is no part of Being that is devoid of life and 

miimation* The met primitive form of reciprocal interaction in bodily 

movements is eispericioced by the soul as feeling. Feeling is the primordial 

inner form assumed by reciprocal interaction^ fetch outwardly manifests 

itself as motion. Feelings of the moot diverse sorts pervade fee inner 

life of spirit* lots© maintains that feeling is at the basis of all higher 

mmtal life and culture* Both morality and art. must finally rest on feeling. 

A considerable part of our higher human culture is fee 
result of tills pervading presence of feelings* it is 
the basis of imagination* fesnce spring uoacfcs of art* 
and fetch mahe us capable of entering into natural 
beauty* for productive and reproductive powsr consists 
in nothing else than the delicacy of apprehension by 
fetch fee mind is cblo to clothe fee world of values 
in the world of forma* or to become instinctively 
aware of the happiness concealed under the enveloping 
form. ^3 

Lotse regards man as a microcosm or miniature model of the feels of reality. 

Mem mirrors in fee depths of his soul the feole arenas of existence. Sf wa 

would tmderstand fee secret inner life of things* tie must consult our am 

inner experience. Feeling is in this respect one of our surest guides as 

to fee nature of things. It is through fooling fee interpenetration of 

all things in nature feat we css© to learn of the underlying unity of all 

things. 

The many sounds feat animate fee earth blend to the 
preoccupied or inattontive ear into mere noise* but 
fee thoughtful listening that discriminates feoa 
recognises in the several voices of nature utterances 
in fetch* though they are irntraaslafeblo into any 
other tongue* yet a mysterious inner, nature of things 
epochs to us wife ell distinctness. 

nature is feaa a systematic coherent unity of parts bound together 

by universal lata. This plurality of fee world is involved in a myriad of 



relations^ and each part is affected by these relations» Viewed from, the 

outside, nature is one vast gectesaigaj but ianar experience reveals it 

as participating in a vast inner life of its otaau She inner Hite of the 

spirit enfolds into a republic of souls, Just as external nature is Ms- 

dosed as a plurality of things* She final unity of the viorld is revealed 

in reciprocal action and interpenetration of all things* But this final 

unity is not accomplished by insubstantial laws that hold Quay over all 

BeaHty, hut hy an infinite, eternal Substance tMch is the ground of all 

reciprocal interaction. Shis find ground of all reciprocal interaction, 

according to Loire, is God. 

The foraulaticn of a cosmic spiritualism and teleology must finally 

consider the status of value in the -world, and tin; relation of finite 

personality to God. It is to those problems that re tore in the next t-sro 

chapters* 



CHAPTER 11 

VALUE AND PERSONALITY 

Kant asserted that two things never ceased to fill him with awe: 

the starry heavens above him and the moral law within him. This is a 

fitting description of the prevailing tone of Lotze's own philosophy. 

Our scientific description of the world is mechanistic, hut our valua¬ 

tion of the world is teleological. Scientific explanation answers the 

question how, or the means by which things come to pass; but metaphysics 

is engaged with ends and considers the goals that are being realized in 

the world process. A positive estimate of the goals being realized in 

the world is what we mean by teleology. The really crucial issue for 

any teleology is contained in the question: What is the status of value 

in the cosmos? This is the central problem to which we now turn. 

Lotze's analysis of human experience leads him to problems that are 

strikingly like those which confront the Kantian analysis of human 

experience. The scientific understanding is limited to the phenomenal 

world of possible experience. It deals and can deal only with a causally 

connected system of events in space and time. But our moral judgment, 

or "practical reason" in our everyday activity reveals a realm of values. 

Man’s moral duties imply an objective realm of absolute values which are 

rooted in the very structure of the universe. The reality of the moral 

life of man requires the postulates of God, Freedom, and Immortality. 

Without them the moral struggle is reduced to an enigmatic illusion, and 

ethics loses its meaning. So for Kant, we have on one hand the phenomenal 

world of descriptive science and on the other hand the world of values. 

Kant's problem is the relation of the "realm of ends" to the phenomenal 

world. Do we have two worlds finally, or do we find that the two realms 



are ultimately related in a single system? If the latter, -what is the 

precise nature of their relation? 

k2 

Lotze * s analysis of experience reveals three distinct and irreducible 

components. 

All our analysis of the cosmic order ends in leading 
bade our thought to a consciousness of necessarily 
valid truths, our perception to the intuition of 
immediately given facts of reality, our conscience 
to the recognition of an absolute standard of all 
determinations of -worth. ^5 

We note here a certain correspondence to Lotze's psychological analysis of 

the self. There are three irreducible elements in human psychology: 

cognition, volition, and feeling. Lotze despairs of finding any common 

denominator for these three activities of the soul. Cognition discovers 

necessarily valid truths; feeling in the form of perception intuits facts; 

•while volition acts in accordance or -with respect to an absolute standard 

of worth as revealed by conscience. At the close of a luminous analysis 

of human experience as involving mechanical nature and also a realm of 

value, Lotze says of his own theory: "After all, what satisfaction could 

this theory afford if it were unable to unite the two great contrasting parts 

that together make tip the world — Nature and the sphere of Ethics." ^ 

Lotze himself feels certain that the two are intimately related in a single 

whole, but he admits his inability to demonstrate this ultimate synthesis. 

This results in part form the insufficiency of human knowledge. But if 

Lotze is correct in maintaining the irreducible character of cognition, 

volition, and feeling, then we should never expect to synthesize universally 

valid truths, facts of perception, and our standards of worth, since cogni¬ 

tion can never encompass the data of feeling and volition nor discharge 

their function. Lotze argues that this unity is intimated in moments of 



aesthetic experience^ "but since, as we shall later find, the aesthetic 

experience rests on feeling, it is no more qualified than cognition to 

achieve this synthesis. Just as cognition fails to encompass feeling and 

volition, so feeling fails to encompass cognition. It has been maintained 

that Lotze's metaphysics poses the impossibility of ever uniting the two 

spheres of nature and of ethicsj but this is questionable. Lotze’s dif¬ 

ficulties seem to spring from the fact that he did not take his own advice 

seriously in warning us against abstraction and slipping into the attitudes 

of a faculty psychology. Lotze insists upon the fundamental unity of the 

soul and tells us in the Microcosmus that we are to regard cognition, 

feeling, and volition as activities of a single soul. They are different 

ways in which the same soul apprehends one world in one life. It would 

appear that the natural solution suggesting itself for Lotze's problem 

is to recognize that necessary truths, and values, do merge to form a 

single whole in the concrete life of the self. There is, however, a 

fundamental problem which should not be obscured: the final compatibility 

of these three components in human experience. How do we pass from concrete 

fact to universally valid truths — the Kantian problem of synthetic a 

priori judgments all over again — and how does prediction in science 

accomplish the converse and pass from universal truths to concrete facts? 

Furthermore, fact often appears to he in conflict with our valuation of 

what the world ought to be. This poses the problem of evil for man. It 

is the harmonious integration of these three factors in this sense that 

Lotze despairs of accomplishing. But that value and nature form a single 

world in human experience is accepted much as Bernard Bosanquet later 

expressed it: 

All finite minds focus and draw their detail from some 
particular sphere of external nature — Every instinct 
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of what we call the lower creation, every feeling of 
Joy, of energy, of love, even throughout the animal 
world, is the outcome of some set of external condi¬ 
tions as focused in life and mind, and is fitted to 
pass as their crown and climax into that complete 
experience which is the life of the whole. **7 

Value is experienced "by finite persons in terms of feeling. Lotze 

includes both the good and the beautiful under the category of value. He 

also regards valid principles of logical inference as normative, and we 

may hazard the conjecture that this in part is the reason why he thinks 

that our highest felt yearnings cannot be finally opposed to the nature 

of the Real. The very principles of logical validity are also grounded 

in feeling as the medium for the apprehension of value. In treating of 

his theory of value, we must keep in mind that he never formulated a 

systematic axiology, lotze left no treatise on ethics, and only a few 

articles treating of his theory of beauty. Unfortunately, he never clearly 

distinguished the good from the beautiful, and it is difficult to separate 

the two in his thought, although it is equally true that he never intended 

that the tiro should be too sharply separated. Lotze uses the term aesthetic 

in a somewhat loose fashion. Sometimes it even has its original reference 

to the sensuous content of experience. 

Though lotze*s theory of value involves feeling, we should be careful 

not to confuse it with an emotive or subjectivist account of value. Value 

has both an objective and a subjective aspect. Values subjectively con¬ 

sidered reside in feeling; but objectively considered they are ends con¬ 

forming to the ultimate world-aim. They are thus never reducible to 

feelings without residue. Moreover, feeling for Lotze never meant bare 

emotion, but feeling pervaded by reason. lotze called feeling in its 

capacity for apprehending value "reason appreciative of worth.” Bare 

feeling itself is never a reliable guide to truth, beauty, or the good 



for Lotze. Lotze tolces the case of a sweet poison a-nri points out that 

feeling only reports the immediate and local effect, neglecting the 

consequences • His phrase "reason appreciative of worth" points out an 

important distinction in his theory of value, for it indicates a strong 

rationalistic component in his view. 

As was mentioned earlier, Lotze has been charged with professing a 

crudely hedonistic ethics, and there are some passages which give sub¬ 

stance to the charge, but there are other factors that definitely rule 

out this interpretation. Lotze usually prefers the term happiness or 

enjoyment to pleasure in indicating its spiritual significance. Pleasure 

is only an index to value, and certainly not an infallible one. Lotze 

asserts that pleasure as an end in itself is a logical absurdity! Tf-n«» 

John Stuart Mill, but with greater consistency, Lotze insists that there 

are qualitative differences in pleasures. These qualitative distinctions 

rest objectively on a scale of values which implies a gradational view 

of value. We must also recognize conscience as a factor in the moral life; 

it appears to be a rational principle resting on an original sense of 

obligation. 

The final end of all reality or the ultimate purpose Lotze affirms 

to be "Eternal Blessedness." Blessedness along with the good and the 

beautiful combine to form "one complex of all that has value." ^ The 

supreme principle of human conduct is Benevolence. We respond to feelings 

with judgments of value which estimate the social worth of the facts of 

experience. Our judgments of value are to be distinguished from feelings 

which occasion them. Value judgments (Beurtheilungen) organize our scale 

of values which serve to enlist the action of the personality through 

feelings. Values then are, in the fine phrase of A. W. Whitehead’s, 

"objective lures for feeling." ^9 Value judgments, although oriented upon 
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individual feelings, tend to rise above egoistic self-interest. There is 

"a tendency to see in the nature of external things a virtue peculiar to 

themselves, an immediate worth or the reverse, recognized "by our pain or 

pleasure, hut not dependent on their presence.*' 50 peeling finally tran¬ 

scends the self in the higher reaches of the spiritual life and recognizes 

an objective intrinsic worth in things, i.e., it reveals a realm of ob¬ 

jective values. 

Lotze deals with anthropological and sociological data on these 

principles. He recognizes the variety of ethical customs that prevail 

in different cultures and at different historical periods, but does not 

draw the hasty conclusion that ethical values are merely relative. He 

admits that our ideas of right and wrong, as well as of the beautiful, 

are influenced by our culture; but they also transcend it. Conscience is 

essentially social in derivation and it reflects the prevailing values of 

the time; but conscience embodies the hard won value discoveries of man. 

There is real progress in history in the discovery of values, and these 

insights into the objective moral order become incorporated into the social 

conscience. But the good for Lotze is always in the highest degree personal. 

To be spiritual is for lotze to exist for self, and value can only exist 

for a spirit which is capable of apprehending it. Values alone without 

reference to spiritual personality are simply meaningless. We see how far 

Lotze is moving in the direction of an ethics of self-realization. But 

Lotze falls short of such an ethics by his failure to see what it does and 

does not entail. He thinks that an ethics of self-realization is committed 

to an egoistic view of life. He protests that "the self-enjoyment of one's 

own fair personality" can never be the true end of life. 51 Apparently 

the term self-realization is a source of confusion for him. An ethics of 

self-realization must insist upon the socially shareable character of the 
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higher values. Such an ethics does have a healthy sane regard for the 

welfare of the individual personality, hut this is also a universal respect 

extending to all persons. It follows Kant’s maxim: "So act as to treat 

humanity, whether in thine am person or in that of any other, in every 

case as an end withal, never as means only." 52 French used to re¬ 

flect this difference in their everyday language* Amour propre referred 

to a sort of base selfishness and had a definitely unsavory connotation, 

whereas amour de soi referred to self-regard or normal self-consideration 

and implied no opprobrium. Had Lotze paused to consider this possibility, 

he may have been led to formulate an ethics of self-realization himself. 

Lotze’s criticism of formalism as an ethical theory is instructive. 

He protests that it is abstractly enmity and cannot possibly serve as a 

guide in our everyday moral life. Our individual acts must be evaluated 

with reference to their harmony with an ultimate cosmic goal. This can 

never be done unless we consider the general consequences of an act. But 

on behalf of formalism, it should be remarked that the cosmic goal cannot 

be indifferent to the goals of finite personality. It is inevitable that 

we judge the cosmic goal by the extent to which it takes cognizance of 

our intrinsic human values. Failure to take seriously human values would 

constitute good grounds for atheism! 

When we turn to consider Lotze*s treatment of the problem of evil, 

we are greatly disappointed! He is indeed aware of the problem, but he 

regards it as insoluble for finite minds. We are baffled with the problem 

because the great plan of the universe is hidden in its detail from us. 

But Lotze is convinced that the universe is dominated by the Idea of the 

Good, which will prevail. "All metaphysical truth consists only in the 

forms which must be assumed by a world that depends upon the principle of 

the Good." 53 



Lotze 'warns us that although the Summum Bonum guarantees the validity 

of all metaphysical principles upon which the world depends, we cannot 

convert the axiom into a principle of cognition and profitably employ it 

as a major premise from which to deduce the sum of all metaphysical truth. 

What stands in the way of such inferences is the fact that although we 

know the ultimate cosmic goal, we do not know the "best possible means by 

which it may be realized in finite persons. Our ignorance in this regard 

results in our arrogant impatience with the obscure means employed by God 

in achieving the general good. Lotze’s attitude here tends to assume that 

stubborn benediction of actuality which marked the well-known lines of 

Alexander Pope with their insensitiveness to the depths of moral and 

physical evil: 

Submit: in this or any other sphere, 
Secure to be as blessed as thou const bear; 
Safe in the hand of one disposing power, 
Or in the natal or the mortal hour. 
All nature is but art unknown to thee, 
All chance, direction which thou caast not see; 
All discord, harmony not understood; 
All partial evil, universal good; 
And, spite of Pride, in erring Reason’s spite, 
One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right. 5^ 

Such a summary dismissal of one of the major problems of value theory is 

certainly disappointing; one feels that Lotze’s arguments for teleology 

are seriously impaired by this omission. In view of his inadequate treat¬ 

ment of the problem of evil, Lotze’s ethical argument for the existence of 

God, his confident assertion that the Highest Good directs the mechanism 

of the world, appears to be an enormous circuius in probando. 

Lotze's inspiration that the world is governed by a divine and absolute 

Good is largely drawn from his rich aesthetic experience. The discordant 

tones which we perceive in the world, moral and physical evil, are at least 
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partially resolved and mitigated in those moments when heauty enters into 

our life. We can better appreciate Lotze's firm assurance that the Good 

is the kernel of the Real, if we now turn to consider his aesthetics. 

Lotze and Vischer have been credited with introducing the theory of 

Einfflblirig (translated ’’empathy” by Titchener) into aesthetics. 55 This 

theory, better known to us in Lipps’ statement of it, seeks to account for 

our experience of beauty by maintaining that the perception of works of 

art is never a purely passive and contemplative process. To treat the 

aesthetic experience as passive contemplation of objects that is attended 

with feelings of satisfaction is to obscure those features of the aesthetic 

experience that serve to distinguish it from intellectual and religious 

contemplation. There is a dynamic factor in the aesthetic moment that is 

quite unique. We become aware of this dynamic feature when we attend to 

the motor processes involved in the perception of satisfying works of art. 

The apprehension of a painting, a piece of sculpture, or a symphony may 

all involve tactual and motor images. A musical composition may be per¬ 

vaded with tactual imageryj certain measures suggest the smoothness of 

satin or the softness of velvet. We frequently speak of tones that are 

soft and of melodies that are smooth. Were we attentive to the attitudes 

assumed in listening to mimic and looking at paintings, we would observe 

kinesthetic changes in bodily feeling associated with muscular tonus. The 

dynamic tension of the muscles with their incipience towards movement 

constitutes a major factor in the conveyance of a particular feeling or 

mood as embodied in a work of art. Our eyes in passing over the contours 

of the Laocodn set up muscular tensions and strains in the body that convey 

to us the impression of an intense struggle being enacted before us. 

This is the basis for the identification of the self with the aesthetic 

object. It enables us to enter into the object of our contemplation 
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sympathetically. The grace and charm of much of classical sculpture may 

he attributed to the continuous imperceptible merging of the bodily contours 

•which set up no sharp tensions in our bodily musculature. The mood of 

mystery and impending violence in some of Turner's sea-scapes seems to 

be associated ■with the fact that there are no sharp breaks in the contours 

of the foreground, but as va pass into perspective the lines of the waves 

become sharper though fainter and subtly fuse with dark amorphous masses 

of clouds. This creates the impression of calmness in the foreground and 

of tension and turbulence in the background. The faintness of the sharper 

lines that yields the perspective also results in our straining to make 

than out, and this resembles peering into the distance or the darkness 

and may aid in suggesting mystery. 

Lotze regards the aesthetic experience as the most intimate form of 

reciprocal interaction among things. In such moments, we are in sympathetic 

rapport with the Innermost nature of things. We are not merely projecting 

our feelings into things, but we enter into the secret inner feelings of 

others. The progressive action of feeling ourselves into something (Sich 

in etwas einfUhlen) constitutes the aesthetic experience. 56 The aesthetic 

experience makes a man feel at home in the universe by revealing the two 

as made for each other (Fiireinandersein) ♦ Beauty is the structure of the 

world felt as a harmony. Beauty thus has the inpress of subjectivity 

upon it, but this is only in its terminal aspect for us as subjects. Beauty 

also has its objective aspect in its grounding in the nature of things. 

Yet our judgments of the beauty of things is not a mere mechanical assent 

to them extracted from us by nature. The aesthetic irorth of types of 
t 

order and relation depend on the values we assign to them in judgment. 

This act of valuation by the personality does not hang on a measuring of 

physical proportions, and hence beauty eludes all calculation. Degrees of 
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beauty are qualitative differences within a larger genus, and not 

quantitative differences. 

Perhaps -we are now in a better position to understand Lotze's romantic 

emphasis on the role of feeling in man’s understanding of the world. Feel¬ 

ings are never merely subjective caprices bereft of all moorings in the 

objective world of nature. Feeling is the mode by which finite spirit 

communes with finite spirit and with the infinite Spirit in an act of 

immediacy. It is the vehicle of beauty, not beauty itself. It intervenes 

as the effect of beauty, although temporally for us it is prior to beauty. 

To beauty is assigned the role of synthesizing universal principles, fact, 

and value into a harmonious whole. 

We can therefore designate beauty — as the appearance 
to immediate intuition of a unity amongst those three 
powers which our cognition is unable completely to 
unite. 57 

This unity reveals a cosmic spiritualism and teleology. 

This is at the very core of Lotze’s theory of music. Music is the 

representation to spirit of physical movement. In its movement of tones 

it reflects the varied movements of the world: its rapidity and slowness, 

its smoothness and abruptness, its continuities and discontinuities, its 

massiveness and its sparseness. The sublime in music is the reflection of 

the great movements that pass through the universe. Dvorak, the composer 

of the popular "Humoresque," jotted it down while traveling in a railway 

car and listening to the movement of the wheels on the rails. Listening 

to the melody will easily recall similar railway trips of your own. But 

what of the movements of the pilgrims in Uid-u^L r ~rr~ Wagner’s 

"T&mhauser?" Gan you not hear echoes of resolute stirrings in the cosmic 

Soul? lotze’s ready critics of his "con5>laeent optimism" had perhaps best 
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pause and recall their awn experiences with music "before passing stem 

judgment. Lotse would have readily endorsed Edmund Spenser’s resolute 

affirmation: 

That "beauty is not, as fond men misdeem. 
An outward show of things, that only seem. 5° 

The reality of values is absolutely essential to Lotze’s cosmic 

teleology. But he cannot "be content to rest with having established the 

reality of values. The problem of the relation of value to mechanism now 

appears in a fresh perspective. Do values present real alternatives to 

the careers of finite spirits? If the moral struggle in the life of man 

is to "be taken seriously, are we not "bound to answer this question in the 

affirmative? Then to what extent does the presence of value in the world 

introduce an element of contingency into things? If values axe to "be 

significantly realized in the life of man, then human freedom seems to he 

a necessary corollary of value. 

We can see the import of the issue if we pause to consider Santayana’s 

separation of the realms of existence and essence. 59 Values are ideal 

realities belonging to the realm of essence, while nature or the realm of 

existence consists of matter and mechanical law* Only matter is empowered 

with causal efficacy and can determine the course of history. We behold 

values in the realm of essence in moments of contemplative vision as in a 

dream. Values engage our aesthetic sense> but not our lives. Values are 

powerless to exert any influence in the realm of existence; they cast only 

a pale radiance of “narcotic charm'1 across the face of existence. Santayana 

warns us not to mistake our attractive ideals for the harsh conditions of 

material existence. Man rooted in mechanical nature is powerless to 

realize his ideals, unless by happy chance it should be so decreed by 
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mechanical nature. The moral life of man must he a futile illusion. 

This intolerable situation created by Santayana's emasculated Platonism 

is not countenanced by Lotze's metaphysics. 

Teleology alone, however, is no guarantee of real freedom for the 

life of spirit. We should consider Bergson's grave warningt 

The doctrine of teleology in its extreme form, as we 
find it in Leibniz for example, implies that things 
and beings merely realize a programme previously 
arranged. But if there is nothing unforeseen, no 
invention or creation in the universe, time is use¬ 
less again. As in the mechanistic hypothesis, here 
again it is supposed that all is given. Finalism 
thus understood is only inverted mechanism. °° 

Lotze's criticism of Leibniz’s monadology is based on considerations similar 

to those of Bergson. The doctrine of pre-established harmony implies a 

relentless determinism for each monad. The monads being denied any recip¬ 

rocal interaction among themselves must be eternally adapted to all changes 

that transpire in the other monads. Each monad simply mirrors the whole 

of nature from its individual perspective. Lotze protests that since the 

process of mirroring and adaptation by each monad is a passive submission 

to a pre-established harmony, Leibniz's cosmology becomes an inane 

activism. It denies to the monads the joy of active realization of freely 

chosen ends. Such a world, he frequently repeats, would gain nothing by 

being realized. Individuality cannot be completely sacrificed to the 

demands of the cosmic whole. Finite spirits have an intrinsic worth of 

their own; they cannot be merely instrumental to the goals of an indif¬ 

ferent cosmic spirit. Lotze is intent upon the preserving of the dignity 

of individual human worth in his metaphysics. Unfortunately, he devotes 

little attention to the concept of personality in relation to value and 

freedom. What little analysis he does give the idea is entirely too 
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Microcosms insists that history is of individuals and for individuals. 

Ho philosophy of history can afford to obscure the role and worth of each 

individual person in history. The worth of personality demands a degree 

of self-determination by each person. 

That in the actual passage of events something should 
actually come to pass, something new which previously 
was not i that history should be something more than a 
translation into time of the eternally complete con¬ 
tent of an ordered universe — this is a deep and 
irresistible demand of our spirit, under the influence 
of which we all act in life. Without its satisfaction 
the world would be, not indeed unthinkable and self- 
contradictory, but meaningless and incredible. 

Lotze insists that the perceptual facts of change, and the processes of 

change which are the objects of both scientific and historical study com¬ 

pel us to take time seriously. Time, like space, characterizes the phenom¬ 

enal world of our perception and is an ordering relation for sense contents. 

But time is also a representation of real relations in the world. It 

originates in the changes which occur in things. Objectively considered, 

it is a relation within thingsj subjectively considered, it is a symbolic 

structuring of the felt relations among things. Time cannot be dismissed 

as an illusory appearance of eternity to finite minds. Lotze, like Bergson 

after him, objects to the assimilation of time to apace. ^2 our intel¬ 

lectual representations are all too apt to spatialize time in treating it 

as a geometrical figure such as a straight line, or after the analogy of 

a moving stream. Lotze would have us speak of time as in things, not of 

things as in time. Unfortunately, he does not pursue this line of thought 

any further, and he fails to exploit it in his discussions of. freedom. 

Genuine novelty and freedom are required in some sense to render 

history a real drama and not a puppet show. Yet Bergson seems at times to 
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prize novelty for its own sake and to exult in the aimless wanderings of 

spirit. Lotze regards freedom as necessary to the realization of purposes 

by persons. But the very possibility of reaching these ends rests on an 

intelligible order of nature upon which spirit can rely in choosing its 

aims. 

It is curious in this regard that Lotze never dealt with the problem 

of evolution. But as James Ward has pointed out, Lotze would deny that 

the facts of evolution afford any basis for tychism, or any radical 

fortuity in nature, ^3 He examines the theory that the present mechanical 

world-order has originated out of a primordial chaos and concludes that 

it is improbable. This theory supposes an original abyss of indefinite 

possibility which spontaneously gives rise to the forms actualized in the 

course of evolution. But Lotze asserts that an original abyss of sheer 

possibility is an abstraction without metaphysical efficacy, hence it 

could not serve to bring a thing out of its dormant potentiality and into 

concrete realization. Things then are not chance products cast tip on 

the shores of existence by the tide of evolution. Things are partly 

determined to rise to actuality by something inherent in the primordial 

world-ground, and thi3 he finds to be God. 

Nevertheless he does not exclude all possibility of chance from the 

world. He thinks it quite probable that absolutely new beginnings are 

introduced into the world where they are then subjected to the mechanical 

action of the whole. This concession to basic fortuity seems to be in 

contradiction with the rest of Lotze's metaphysics. True, the appearance 

of new beginnings in the world becomes subject to the mechanical action 

of the whole j but we may ask, where do they originate? Lotze never under¬ 

takes to answer this question. If these things or events were originally 

related to the order of nature, they must have been subject to the mechanical 
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order of the whole from the very beginning. If they were originally 

■unrelated to the rest of the world, they have the character of Herbartian 

"reals’* which Lotze has explicitly repudiated. 

We may raise the question as to what extent finite persons are 

independent of the infinite Spirit or the Absolute. An interesting passage 

in the Philosophy of Religion maintains that finite persons do initiate new 

processes that do not proceed from the Absolute. 64 Lotze’s essential 

analysis of a thing leads him to ascribe to all things some degree of self- 

determination . The manner in which a thing reacts to the conditions in 

its environment is in part determined by external circumstances and in 

part by the nature of the participating things. There is clear evidence 

here of a strain of monadism in Lotze*s thinking. Causal efficacy finally 

resides in the nature of each individual thing. What else do we mean by 

freedom but the ability to express our true Individuality? 

This notion of the ability to freely express our individuality is 

also related closely to Lotze's doctrine of conatus which is derived from 

Spinoza. Each individual thing endeavors to persist in its own individ¬ 

uality and to impress its individuality upon the world. There are certain 

felt needs peculiar to the nature of each individual thing. There is a 

dynamic urge to satisfy these needs and to realize completely the individ¬ 

uality of the self. But this impetus in all things is not to be identified 

with the blind insatiate world-will of Schopenhauer. The internal relat¬ 

edness of the whole of reality means that there is no genuine individuality 

apart from the cosmic whole. The impetus in individual things to satisfy 

the needs of their nature is the command to discover the true self in 

the nature of the whole. Needs require us to divest ourselves of hermetic 

discreteness and enter into the life of others. Our own peculiar individ¬ 

uality is also the contribution of those things with which we enter into 
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intimate communion. The societal relations of spirits give history a 

dramatic meaning and make the world, truly "a vale of soul-making , " in 

the words of Keats. This is what makes society a true community rather 

than a mere aggregate of individuals. 

Lotze’s philosophy emphasizes the practical demands of: spiritual 

life. His cosmic spiritualism is also an ethical idealism. The concept 

of conatus expresses the subordination of mechanism to value and individ¬ 

uality; Spirit’s great defeats are signalized by the triumph of mechanism 

over individuality. "A moth’s self-immolation makes an uncanny impression 

on us* because its feeble individuality is so dominated by its phototropic 

automatism in the presence of a flame." ^ This concept of conatus also 

raises the ultimate issue of human destiny, the problem of immortality. 

To what extent is finite personality destined to prevail over the mechanism 

of nature? Or does death really signalize the final triumph of mechanism 

over the individuality of persons? 

Lotze never treats the problem of immortality thoroughly. He regards 

the problem as an issue in value and individuality, rather than an issue 

to be resolved by an appeal to an ontological dialectic. Immortality is 

not so much an inalienable property of the soul; it is an achievement by 

the individual in his course of self-realization. A teleological spirit¬ 

ualism admits of only one principle in deciding personal immortality. 

"Every created thing will continue, if and so long as its continuance 

belongs to the meaning of the world —" but "we certainly do not know 

the merits which may give to one existence a claim to eternity, nor the 

defects which may deny it to others." ^6 
f 

The charge has been made against Lotze that his metaphysics has no 

provision for immortality, although it is clear from his own statement 

that he regarded his metaphysics as consistent with the possibility of 
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immortality. ^7 In order to evaluate the criticisms that have "been leveled 

at Lotze, we must first examine his account of the relation of finite 

persons to the Absolute. 

Lotze throughout his writings identifies personality with the soul. 

Each soul is an individual substance in virtue of the unity of conscious¬ 

ness. This -unity of conscious life is nowhere paralleled in the physical 

world of material aggregates, and so we must regard it as a spiritual 

substance distinct from material substance. But how are we to understand 

the term substance? We have noted that Lotze denies the existence of 

material substance in the pre-Kantian sense and regards it as a phenom- 

enalistic construct from certain uniform properties exhibited by percepts. 

Likewise, as we would expect, he repudiates the notion of a soul substance 

as a self-existent soul-atom. The category of substance is applied to 

the behavior, of that which gives the appearance of acting as a substance, 

■i.e., as a self-identical subject. The soul is a spiritual substance for 

the simple reason that it knows itself as this identical subject. 

But the unity of our conscious life is never complete, and to that 

extent we fall short of being persons. The category of personality applies 

only conditionally and in a very restricted sense to finite spirits. God 

is the only completely real person, with complete unity of consciousness. 

Finite spirits and the world of things are in reciprocal interaction; and 

this, so Lotze argues, requires an infinite Spiritual Substance as its 

ground. The interrelatedness of things in reciprocal interaction demands 

the sort of unity which we find manifest only in consciousness. Therefore, 

this infinite substance must be self-conscious Spirit; and since there is 

nothing outside it, its self-consciousness must be complete. The ground 

of Being or the Absolute is thus a Spiritual Person, and furthermore it 

is the unique instance of personality. Lotze's doctrine of personality 
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evoked many critical reactions, especially by British idealistic philosophers. 

The problems he raised were explored and developed systematically in an 

important Symposium of the Aristotelian Society as ■well as in soma system¬ 

atic treatises. It seems to be appropriate to examine here in some 

detail these comments and criticisms, as they indicate important directions 

of thought that were either outlined or suggested by Lotze's interpretation 

of personality. 

Stout maintained that Lotze is finally forced to regard his originally 

monadic units or things as modes of an infinite Substance. The only unity 

which Lotze finds in a thing lies in its inner being; but since things are 

receptive to each other, the resulting world-order is possible only if 

they are immanent in a single all-embracing mind. 68 

McTaggart agreed with Stout and detected a fundamental contradiction 

in lotze’s metaphysics. 69 On the one hand, Lotze treats the individ¬ 

uality of conscious beings as something which tends to separate them from 

God, and not as something which expresses their unity with Him. But, on 

the other hand, he makes the finite world God's manifestation rather than 

his creation. McTaggart argued that the unity of a whole does not depend 

on its plurality in the same sense that a plurality depends on the unity 

of the whole. Consequently, God could manifest himself in other selves, 

and no self is then essential to the world. Since, as McTaggart believed, 

the existence of a Creator wrould unsettle the belief in human immortality, 

which he firmly maintained, he •was led to atheism. 7° 

Before examining the validity of McTaggart*s criticism, let us turn 

to the criticisms of Bernard Bosanquet, who found just the reverse error 

in Lotze. Bosanquet judged Lotze guilty of testing his abstractions too 

literally and inadvertently committing himself to an irremediable plural¬ 

ism, Bosanquet asked where in our analysis of a thing do wre arrive at 
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the ultimate self "existent individual or suh stance? 71 Following Bradley's 

Principles of Logic, he asserted that the ultimate subject of any propos¬ 

ition must always he Reality. "When this is considered, we are driven to 

treat highly subordinate existences as adjectival to their superordinate 

existences." 72 Consequently, we must regard finite individuals as pos¬ 

sessing an adjectival, rather than a substantival, node of existence. 

Bosanquet declared that Lotze is interesting in this respect because he 

follows Herbert and cannot relinquish the idea of a soul-atom or substance 

which "acts out of itself." 73 Bosanquet continued to point out that our 

unity of self is a "puzzle and unrealized aspiration.” 7^ it is a demand 

of the moral self, but we cannot find it in existence. Moreover, finite 

spirit goes astray when it believes itself to have a self-centered 

independent existence. This is the essence of sin, man's self-alienation 

from the Absolute. The moral self must will the "universal object," since 

it alone is free from contradiction. Treating individual existence as 

self-substantial results in the attitude expressed by Swinburne in his 

prologue to Songs Before Sunrise; 'Because man's soul is man's god still." 

Bosanqpet is not only denying unrelatedness but also "co-ordinate 

relatedness." 

Pringle-Pattison rejoined that the denial of "co-ordinate relatedoess" 

does not imply an adjectival theory of the self. 76 it is true that indi¬ 

viduals do qualify the whole to which they belong, but they are nonetheless 

individuals. He agreed with Stout that Bosanquet had confused whole and 

part with substance and accident. Everything is concretely a unique "this. 

Stout agreed with Bosanquet that "What is a character of a part is eo ipso 

and pro tanto a character of the whole." 77 Yet Stout maintained that 

what is required to be proved on Bosanquet's account of the self is not 

only that all adjectives of the part are adjectives of the whole, but that 

75. 
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the part itself is an adjective. The second proposition does not follow 

from the first. The dog is not identical with its tail and the universe 

is not identical with the dog, and in general "the whole cannot he iden¬ 

tified with its part." 78 So although it is true that a thing is nothing 

apart from its relations to the whole, the converse is also true. "The 

relatedness of a thing is nothing apart from its nature.” Relations 

require something which is related. A grain of sand is not "merged and 

overwhelmed by the Sahara of which it is a part." 79 Stout’s criticism 

is very much to the point, and it vindicates Lotze's own position. As 

we have seen, Lotze maintained that a thing is determined in part hy its 

relations, and in part hy the nature of the individual thing so related. 

Pringle-Fattison, who concurred with Stout's criticism of Bosanquet, 

pointed out that Bosanquet's criticism is really applicable to McTaggart 

rather than to Lotze. It is McTaggart who held to the notion of eternal 

soul substances, and that is why he thought Lotze guilty of making indi¬ 

viduals only modes of the Absolute. McTaggart's criticism is actually 

more applicable to Bosanquet than to Lotze. It is McTaggart who is guilty 

of "co-ordinate relatedness” in his failure to see that a thing is partly 

determined hy its relation to the whole. Pringle-Pattison quoted Lotze 

with evident approval on this score? 

So far and so long as the soul knows itself as this 
identical Subject, it is, and is named, simply for 
that reason, substance. The attempt to find its 
capacity of thus knowing itself in the numerical unity 
of another Underlying substance is not a process of 
reasoning which merely fails to find an admirable aim; 
it has no aim at all. That which is not only con¬ 
ceived hy others as unity in multiplicity, hut knows 
and makes itself good as such, is, simply on that 
account, the truest and most indivisible unity there 
can he. °Q 

McTaggart was puzzled as to why Lotze should object to individual immortality 
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on the ground that it implies the “highly improbably and strange idea of 

pre-existence.” &L Actually Lotze objected to an immortality that implies 

pre-existence, and his reasons are not far to be found. Pre-existence, 

as Pringle-Pattison suggested, is a corollary of immortality only on the 

view that "finite selves —— possess an inherent and inalienable immor¬ 

tality" as "unitary and indiseerptible substances." ^2 j^tze, like 

Pringle-Pattison, thought that Kant had dealt the death-knell to any such 

view. 

But if McTaggart’s criticism failed of application to Lotze, there is 

a very real sense in which it applied to Bosanquet. Bosanquet emphasised 

relatedness to the exclusion of the terms related. Individuals as ad¬ 

jectives are related to the Absolute in a way in which they are not related 

to each other; two adjectives as adjectives must be related in a sense 

different from the relation of one part of the Absolute to another, since 

the Absolute does not admit of parts* The result is that we have a complex 

of relations with nothing which is related. Lotze and Pringle-Pattison 

would not sacrifice individuality before the altar of that "logical trans¬ 

parency," the Absolute. Pringle-Pattison pointed out that sin and error 

are impossible according to Bosanquet‘s view. How can I as a mode of the 

Absolute oppose it? How can anything other than the "universal object" 

of which Bosanquet speaks be willed? The facts of error and sin would 

seem to be contradictory appearances which even the all-absorbing Absolute 

must fail to reconcile. 

Bosanquet agreed with Lotze in maintaining that the soul develops 

pari passu with the organization of the body. But Bosanquet had the 

added advantage of emphasing the role of individual realization by the 

self. In reference to the individuality of the self, he says, "Its real 

character consists not in individuality, but in a claim to it." He 
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regarded cosmic development as the progressive articulation and realization 

of the parts in the -whole, where ’’the rule is for the stream to rise higher 

than the source." Lotze seemed to differ from Bosanquet in maintaining 

that the particular can will the universal consistently. The universal 

is realized and embodied in the particular. The individual is not a 

manifestation of the Absolute as a monotonous repetition of the universal. 

Man as a microeosmc; mirrors the universe in a unique manner, and therein 

consists the individuality of the self. To understand the infinite full¬ 

ness of Being, we must understand individuality and finitude. Lotze 

resembles Goethe in this respect. 

Wouldst thou in the infinite abide, 

Seek it in the finite on every side. 

Lotze*s position suffered from his failure to treat adequately of the 

problem of individuality in his statement of the relation of finite per¬ 

sons to the infinite Person. This is a defect -which we have seen him to 

share with certain other idealists. Precisely at this point Josiah Royce 

is most instructive. Royce was nearer to the position of Lotze than either 

Bosanquet or McTaggart. He suggested a way of viewing the relation of 

finite persons to the Absolute which reconciles the claims of Individuality 

and personal immortality with the notion of the Absolute. Royce followed 

Leibniz in his doctrine of the identity of indiseemibles and asserted that 

to exist is to be different from the rest of the world of existences. 

Stout maintained that we are justified in believing in a future life only 

in so far as the universe is a teleological order directed to the fulfill¬ 

ment of value. Royce maintained that the crux of the whole matter lies 

in a recognition of the relation of value to individual persons. "Values 

are of, for, or in a person." Love attaches itself to the Individual 
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and not to an abstract universal. Each individual as an irreplaceable and 

induplicable "this” is a center for the realisation of value in a unique 

way, and contributes its individuality and its peculiar -worth to the whole. 

McTaggart was wrong when he maintained that every self as a mode of the 

Absolute is thus equally dispensable. Both individuality and the infinity 

of the Absolute are aspects of Being, neither is to be regarded as prior 

to the other. "In God you possess your individuality." Royce asserted 

that the axiom that the part cannot be equal to the whole does not apply 

to infinite systems. There are "finite infinites" and there are "infinite 

infinites." The relation of persons to God is that of "finite infinites" 

to the infinite Infinite that includes them all. The self may recognize 

in God its own fulfillment, while still clearly distinguishing other 

selves within the Absolute. "And the One and the Many are so reconciled, 

in this account, that the Absolute Self, even in order to be a Self at all, 

has to express itself in an endless series of individual acts, so that it 

is explicitly an Individual Whole of Individual Elements." 

Royce was led to formulate a conditional immortality which depends 

on how "completely and adequately" an individual "realizes and expresses 

a purpose." The moral career of a real person is never completed, 

and logically requires eternity for its endless realization. There seems 

to be nothing in Lotze's metaphysics which would prevent such an inter¬ 

pretation of the relation of finite persons to the infinite Person. And 

his emphasis on the integrity of individual selves would seem to indicate 

that he would be favorably disposed to such a resolution of the problem. 

But this has led us far into the subject of our last chapter, Lotze's 

conception of God as the fulfillment of his cosmic teleology. 
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CHAPTER 111 

GOD At© THE WORLD OF FINITE PERSONS 

It is now time to examine more closely what Lotze understands by the 

Absolute, the infinite Substance. As has been noted already, Lotze begins 

his metaphysical inquiries with the apparent plurality of the world as 

given to us in perception. Experience teaches us that there are both simi¬ 

larity and diversity in the world of things. Similar things behave in the 

same fashion in the same set of circumstances. Similar things constitute 

a class of thingsj dissimilar things belong to diverse classes. The things 

of the world are suffering incessant change. The changes of the world pro¬ 

ceed according to universal laws. Such change we call mechanism, and mean 

thereby to deny capricious spontaneity. Laws are formulated with respect 

to the conditions in which a thing is placed. The changes which a thing 

undergoes are correlated with the conditions to which it is subjected. 

Consequently, the relations in which a thing stands have a peculiar rele¬ 

vance to the way a thing changes. But things belonging to diverse classes 

will undergo different changes in the same set of circumstances. 

Lotze concludes that all change results from the interplay of two 

factors? (l) the unique inner nature of the thing which changes, and (2) 

its relation to the unique natures of other things as immediate contributory 

causes. As in the ease of any chemical reaction, two or more diverse 

things will undergo change together. Thus change involves reciprocal 

interaction of diverse things. Lotze reduces the varieties of relatedness 

to instances of reciprocal interaction. The reciprocal interaction of 

diverse things is an evident fact of experience, but how are we to account 

for this fact? Lotze speaks of the "sympathetic rapport" or receptiveness 

of the inner nature of things. But this is descriptive of the fact and not 
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explanatory. If all change is determined by the •fTwwr nature of tMnga 

and the relations in which they stand; and if furthermore «-n relatedness 

is analysable into forms of reciprocal interaction, then change involves 

only diversity in reciprocity. But this again describes the fact of 

change and does not explain how this reciprocity among things is possible. 

A thing is all that it becomes, and all that it becomes is potentially 

present in -what it is. The actuality of a thing is its present existence 

as determined by its relations to other things. What attains to actuality 

is determined by all its environing relations, and its status in actuality 

is sustained by these relations. The nexus of relations which sustains 

one state in actuality suppresses the other possible states of a thing in 

potentiality. But how do basic attributes of things modify each other in 

a terminal act of immediacy? Here we are brought to a metaphysical con¬ 

clusion Important for our present problem. Lotze answers that this reci¬ 

procity in all change requires an infinite underlying substance as the 

ground of this relatedness. 

This enphasis on the inner nature of things betrays a strong monadlstic 

strain in lotze's metaphysics. This raises the problem of reconciling a 

plurality of individuals with their unity in a comprehensive monism. 

Bussell asserts that, "A monism is necessarily’ pantheistic, and a monadism, 

when it is logical, is as necessarily atheistic." 90 McTaggart likewise 

maintains that once we recognize the universe as a system which possesses 

spiritual significance and value, there is no need of a directing mind to 

account for the traces of order in it. 91 Indeed McTaggart does follow 

his monadism to an atheistic conclusion. The universe is a society of 

persons, hut it is not itself a person. Despite many metaphysical disa¬ 

greements, McTaggart and Russell both argue that order is an immanent and 

natural feature of the world, and hence we cannot infer a cosmic mind that 
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does the ordering. We should note that this does not in itself establish 

atheism. It is only a severe criticism of the teleological argument. 

Lotze agreed that order is an immanent feature of the world of things, and 

he too rejects the usual formulation of the argument from design in nature. 

But by order tie mean change according to universal laws, and this, so lotze 

has argued, involves reciprocal interaction. It is inconceivable that 

discrete monads should causally interact in any way. How can an atheistic 

monadology account for change and the apparent fact of interaction? In 

terms of this theory, such interaction must remain a baffling and ultimate 

fact opaque to human understanding. Lotze demands a sufficient reason for 

the fact of reciprocal interaction, and he finds it in his infinite under¬ 

lying Substance. 

Pantheism and monadism are not two mutually exclusive and exhaustive 

metaphysical positions, A strict monadism is unable to account for change, 

and likewise a pantheism that maintains the eternal and immutable character 

of the Absolute is committed to a denial of the reality of change. Lotze 

takes the position that the reality of change requires us to deny both 

thesesi that the world is only manifold, and that the world is only one. 

The world is both one and many, and the relation of the many to the one 

gives rise to change. Change is possible only if the world is both one 

end many at once. The world is manifold because in it individuality is 

real and not mere appearance. The world is unitary because it can include 

real changes without losing its basic active nature. Since changes are 

real, individuality involves relatedness and dependencej since individ¬ 

uality is real, change involves self-preserving unity. Lotze regards Being 

as self-maintaining movement. The world is finally and irretrievably 

dynamic, but it is a dynamism with order and continuity of patterns in 

which the past survives in the present. We find such a self-conserving 
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unity in the midst of change When we turn to the conscious life of spirit. 

Spirit is that which exists distinctively and has a conscious unity of its 

own. Thus the world is a plurality of spirits or persons. But they are 

not complete persons, since they do not possess full conscious unity. The 

unity of the world exhibited in its relatedness is the conscious unity of 

an infinite Spirit. The unity of this Spirit is couplet e; it alone has 

full Personality. The plurality of finite spirits is immanent in one 

Absolute Spirit. God is thus more than the chief Person, primus inter 

pares; He is the ultimate unity of the world. 

For Lotze, there is no finite reality that is ultimately apart from 

God. The world is immanent in God, not external to Him. The doctrine of 

the mutual transcendence of the world and God would maintain that things 

have a real existence essentially independent of the immanent Infinite. 

But Lotze thinks that the individuality of finite persons consists in their 

own existence as finitely distinguishable. There are unique finite selves, 

and they are ultimately one in God, This leads Lotze to the conception of 

degrees of reality: 

Beings, detaching themselves from the Infinite with 
varying wealth and unequal complexity of self-existence 
are Real in different degrees, while all continue to 
be immanent in the Infinite. 92 

The conception of degrees of reality and degrees of perfection, together 

with the mutual relatedness of all things in their "sympathetic rapport," 

leads Lotze to the idea of the great chain of being. 

McTaggart has accused Lotze of leaping the gulf from the metaphysical 

Absolute to a personal God. 93 But Lotze maintained that for any meta¬ 

physics which regards value as central in the world the Absolute must be 

conceived in terms of personality. This is the basis for Lotze's rejection 
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of the traditional arguments for the existence of God. The cosmological 

and teleological arguments at most succeed in establishing the metaphysical 

attributes of unity, eternity, omnipresence, and omnipotence. 9^ But such 

a metaphysical Absolute is not available as an object for religious devo¬ 

tion. We must in addition to these metaphysical attributes establish the 

ethical attributes of Deity: wisdom, justice, and holiness. 95 These 

attributes are reflected in the valuational experiences of man. The 

ethical, aesthetic, and religious experience of man affords him the con¬ 

viction of a personal, living God who realizes the values of history. 

Iotze objects to the barren Hegelian deification of philosophical reason 

such as we find in this expression of McTaggart’s: "Ho religion is justi¬ 

fied unless based on metaphysics. This involves that religion is justified 

for few people." 9& Only in our recognition of the value character of the 

world can we conclude a personal God. In this respect, abstract and for¬ 

mal dialectic can be no substitute for the wealth of concrete value exper¬ 

ience. Iotze denies that there are progressive stages in the manifestation 

of Absolute Spirit. Art and religion do not find their culmination in 

philosophy. All three activities are integral parts of life, and they are 

coaplementary phases of man’s experience. 

Lotze is interested in examining the traditional arguments for the 

existence of God in the light of his own metaphysical presuppositions. The 

cosmological proof infers from the contingent and conditioned character of 

everything in the world the existence of a necessary and unconditioned 

Being. It asserts that only a perfect Being can be unconditioned. Lotze 

argues that God cannot be treated as though he were under any necessity to 

exist. Thought can never discern any efficacy external to God that could 

determine Him to exist. Lotze recognizes only relative necessity. There 

is nothing which is necessary and of which the non-existence is inpossible, 
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except the conditioned, 'which as consequent or effect is determined "by 

some antecedent cause. The notion of a being -which is in and by itself, 

conditioned by nothing external to it, and yet under necessity to exist, 

is sheer fantasy. Lotze prefers a revised version of the cosmological 

argument. Contingency and necessity also have a valuations! significance 

■which is pertinent to the question of God’s existence. The contingent is 

that which exists but has no significance for the sake of which it need 

exist. The necessary is not something which must be, but that which has 

such unconditional value that it seems in virtue of this value to deserve 

also unconditional existence. God is the Supreme Reality which ought to 

exist. Row if with Lotze we are committed to a cosmic teleology where 

value is regarded as ultimately determinative of fact, then we must re¬ 

cognize the existence of that Supreme Efficacy which makes for Good, Only 

a conscious Spirit can sustain the order of value and make it assume the 

guise of concrete actuality in fact. 

Just as Kant was impressed by the teleological argument for the 

existence of God, so likewise vaa Lotze impressed by the ontological 

argument. lotze agreed with Kant that we cannot deduce existence from 

the analysis of any idea. The idea of God is indeed the idea of the great¬ 

est Being conceivable, and this idea must involve existence among its 

attributes. But this is merely to argue that we must conceive of the most 

perfect being possible as existing, but to conceive of Him as existing is 

not to guarantee His existence in fact, Lotze insists that the ontological 

argument must be supplemented by the argument from perfection. Values are 

objective realities,- and they constitute a scale of perfections which 

ascend to the Ultimate or Supreme Perfection. This Supreme Perfection 

must exist, since it is the ultimate standard of all our judgments of what 

is better or worse. This Supreme Perfection is also the metaphysical 
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Infinite. Albert the Great gave eloquent expression to this Platonic 

vision of the Perfection at the core of reality. "All creatures cry out 

to us that there is a God; for the beauties of the world bear witness to 

a supreme beauty, its sweets to a supreme sweetness, what is highest in 

it to something higher than all, what is pure to purity itself." 97 

Lotze concurred in this belief that the God of religious devotion is re¬ 

vealed in nan’s experience of values that always point to a greater worth 

beyond themselves. But what is it that justifies the identification of 

the Absolute of metaphysics with the God of religious devotion? Lotze 

answered that this is the outcome of the philosophic quest to contemplate 

life integrally. The demand of life itself is for a unified vision of the 

world which leads to "this attempt to blend the Existent and the Worthy 

into the notion of idle living God—." 98 

The circular reasoning involved in these arguments is obvious. The 

problem of evil returns to haunt Lotze's reflections. The world is af¬ 

firmed to be ultimately good, for God exists and He is infinitely benev¬ 

olent. But now God is affirmed to exist since He is required to sustain 

the realm of value, and He is the absolute measure of all perfection. 

Granted the reality of value and of a greatest perfection this may fall 

far short of the Perfection required for religious devotion. Lotze was 

aware of his difficulty and did not regard his arguments as conclusive 

demonstrations. The existence of God is an affirmation of faith based 

on the reality and worth of the highest goals of human aspiration, 

Lotze strongly protested the attempts of Fichte to substitute an 

objective moral order for a personal God. He argued that an objective 

moral order is impotent to sustain itself in history. Values have genuine 

meaning only in reference to Spirit. Only an infinite Spiritual Person 

can realize the supra-individual values of history. 
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It has "been objected that the Absolute cannot be a Person, since 

personality is a social category; it involves self-consciousness and this 

requires a non-ego. Now since there is nothing external to the Absolute 

there can be no non-ego for it. Lotze agreed that there is no non-ego 

for God, but denied that a non-ego is necessary to the existence of God 

as a Person. Only finite persons require a non-ego for existence. The 

finite ego does require an environment, and it is dependent upon it for 

its data of sense. The finite ego does require the non-ego in order for 

it to know itself as ego, since it discriminates itself as ego only on 

the background of a contrasting non-ego. But the infinite Person is self- 

subsisting and is dependent upon nothing else for its existence. Further¬ 

more, He experiences the life of the world as part of the fullness of its 

own life. The non-ego is a necessary condition for finite persons to 

recognize themselves as persons, but it is not a necessary condition for 

being a person. There is no non-ego for God, but God’s personality does 

not require it. The ambiguity in Lotze’s use of the term personality, 

as finite and as infinite, is evident here. 

Lotze also objected to a pantheism that regards spirit as the 'Hoorn 

on the stem of matter," 99 Spirit must be taken as the ultimate fact of 

the world; all else is derivative. Pantheism is too concerned with the 

metaphysical attributes of eternity, omnipotence, immutability, infinity, 

and unity. Cosmic spiritualism is more concerned with the ethical attri¬ 

butes of God such as goodness, wisdom, and holiness. Lotze denied the 

immutability of God. He took time, history, and the facts of change 

seriously, God does not repose in His own static perfection; He has an 

inner life and development of His own. God shares in the life of the 

community of finite spirits. Lotze’s ideas in this respect suffer from 

some difficulties of expression which are involved in much theistic 
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reflection. The theist mast avoid the hazards of mythology in his use of 

personal categories •when applied to God, So Lotze writes that the joys 

of the world are God's joysj the crucial moral struggles of our lives are 

his concern. God shares in all the tragedies of human history. His good¬ 

ness is expressed in His concern with the universal, -which is not a divine 

abstraction, hut is His vise and holy plan for the resolution of the claims 

and counter-claims of the commonwealth of individual finite spirits. Man's 

power ’to act is derived from Godj hut how he acts is the contribution of 

his individuality to history. 

God subordinates the cosmic mechanism to the Stoamaa Bonum as the final 

good. But man's devotion to whatever he values will determine the inter¬ 

mediate stages taken en route by the cosmic mechanism, Man's sinfulness 

may temporarily disrupt the harmonious movement of the whole, but God sets 

aright the course of history and salvages all that is of worth. Whitehead 

has well expressed this conception of Lotze * s. 

He saves the world as it passes into the immediacy of 
his own life. It is the judgment of a tenderness which 
loses nothing that can be saved. It is also the judg¬ 
ment of a wisdom which uses what in the temporal world 
is mere wreckage. 100 

Lotze's cosmology ends in a vision of Johannine mysticism. God is 

divine Agape. God is living love that wills the blessedness of all dependent 

beings, and by the continual outpouring of active energy He sustains and 

fills all finite existence with His own abounding life. God's love is the 

creative source of all existence. Only through temporality and relatedness 

can finite spirits receive the benefits of His love said retain their own 

distinctive individuality and existence. 

The relatedness of the world in God's love involves all creation in 

one vast chain of being. Every finite spirit has its own intrinsic worth 
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and enjoys its own individuality; but no existence is self-coiig>lete. The 

devotion to ideal values takes personality outside itself and makes each 

life also contributory to the larger life of the whole. 
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